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Introduction 
It’s been another fantastic year for geegeez.co.uk. During our ninth year online – we began in August 

2008 - we’ve continued to build on our core principles: quality editorial, value tipping, and the best 

racecard and form tool service in the land. Here are some potted highlights: 

Stat of the Day 
Stat of the Day is closing out on its sixth year of profit since inception in November 2011, a sequence 

we’re very proud of. The yearly totals are: 

2012 +118.96 

2013 +23.62 

2014 +88.38 

2015 +86.8 

2016 +46.24 

2017 (at 25th December) +113.06 

TOTAL: +477.06 

 

Those figures are achieved from one bet a day, Monday to Saturday. The overall strike rate is 27.8% 

and the return on investment an impressive 25.92%. 

Race of the Day 
In July of 2017, we made Race of the Day, our free daily showcase of the Gold tools, more like a 

tipping piece by giving it a stronger voice on a particular horse. We have deliberately not published 

the profit and loss because the intention has always been to demonstrate the tool kit first and 

foremost.  

However, I can exclusively reveal that, since the change of tack, Race of the Day is showing a healthy 

profit of 38.8 points from its first 100 picks, as follows: 

100 selections, 38.80 points profit, strike rate 14.00%, ROI 38.80%, average odds 7.94/1 

 

Editorial and Geegeez Gold 
In the remainder of this report, you will find the best fifteen posts of 2017, intertwined with links to 

‘how to’ and ‘what’s new’ features on Geegeez Gold. 

Our editorial team includes the likes of Fleet Street veteran, Tony Stafford racing editor at the Daily 

Telegraph for more than two decades and national tips champion three times; Mal Boyle, the ‘go to’ 

guy for all things placepot; Tony Keenan, one of the most up-and-coming scribes of the new data-

driven generation; and, erm, yours truly, Matt Bisogno. 

It is always a pleasure curating the annual ‘best of’ round up, because there is so much tip top 

quality content to work with. Indeed, this year, I failed to get it down to the usual ten articles and 

have included fifteen. I could easily have published twenty-five, with no loss of quality or interest. 
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Geegeez Gold is our premium service, which has been helping subscribers unearth serious value for 

four years now. We started building in earnest at the end of 2013 and, as we move into 2018, the 

focus on improvement and enhancement remains as keen and committed as ever. 

This year, we’ve added all sorts of new features, such as Draw Analyser, inline trainer snippets, visual 

pace maps and, most recently, Report Angles. As with everything we do in this space, the intention is 

to provide more info in less time. 

To that end, our racecards are a ‘chest of drawers’ of lowdown: clicking any icon is like opening a 

well sorted drawer. Click again and the drawer closes. The depth of data, and its convenience of 

access, is unparalleled. 

Report Angles, the latest feature addition, represents the first step towards providing users with a 

much more tailored experience. During 2018, we will continue to give you, our valued subscriber, 

options to customize and enhance your views, such that what you see is what you want to see, not 

what we decide to show you. 

It’s a big step forward, and will take some time to complete. Naturally, all current functionality will 

be uninterrupted as we move forward. I hope you enjoy what we have already at the end of 2017, 

and I’m excited about what is to come in 2018. 

Please do enjoy the featured articles – my pick of 2017 from geegeez.co.uk – and, if you’re not yet a 

Gold subscriber, I look forward to welcoming you on board soon. There is a £1 trial available from 

the banner below.  

Good luck, and Happy New Year, 

 

Matt Bisogno,  

Creator, geegeez.co.uk / Geegeez Gold 

 

 

  

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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Featured Articles 

17th January: He Ain’t Heavy, He’s Actually A Really Good Wager 
This simple, logical system recorded a profit of 49.46 points, from just 77 bets since publication in 

mid-January. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/he-aint-heavy-hes-actually-a-really-good-wager/  

I backed a winner yesterday. Believe me, if you've endured my recent form that's more a 
resuscitation than a boast or, heaven forbid, an aftertime. 

Anyway, it won at 10/1 after I'd backed it at 7/1 (ever the judge, me), and it reminded me of 
an old post I wrote which was the inspiration for yesterday's bet as well as many other good 
ones in the interim. 

That post is below, refreshed and updated - including a very appealing update on the 
systematic suggestion originally posited on 31st January 2014, three years less a fortnight 
ago. 

** 

Heavy horses are a breed apart 

Rain, rain, incessant infernal rain. It seems just now - and, actually, at around this time most 
years - that pretty much all of the jumps racing is either abandoned or run on heavy ground. 

Moan, moan, grumble, grumble, go the form students. "This ground throws up all sorts of 
freak results", etc etc, blah blah. 

Well, guess what? It's a load of old cobblers. What those naysayers are implying is that they 
find it difficult to deal with a change in the ground. Me? I love it, because it often makes the 
job of handicapping easier, not harder. 

Let me expound on that. 

Heavy ground is the most extreme level of sodden turf on which horses are asked to race. 
Whilst it takes on varying degrees of mud and splosh depending on the track, it is always 
more testing than merely 'soft' ground. So, whereas most horses can be expected to 
perform, at least to some degree, on middling terrain - good to soft, good, and good to firm 
- only a subset of the equine population will perform close to their optimal on very quick or 
very slow turf. 

In this study, I'm going to focus specifically on National Hunt handicap races, for two 
reasons: 

1. There are not that many flat handicaps run on heavy ground (though results are similar to 
the below) 

2. In non-handicap events - novice races and the like - it is as likely that a horse outclasses its 
rivals as it is that a horse 'out-acts' its rivals on the prevailing squelchy grass 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/he-aint-heavy-hes-actually-a-really-good-wager/
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Let's first look at the performance of horses in handicap races being run on heavy ground. 
The table below is sorted by number of previous heavy ground wins. 

  

 

National Hunt Handicap performance by previous heavy ground wins 

  

As we can see, the vast majority of horses have yet to win on heavy ground, and many of 
them will have never encountered such a test before. Indeed, after failing on a first attempt 
in the deep, many will never encounter such a test again. 

Materially, note the correlation between number of heavy ground wins and the win 
percentage in subsequent heavy ground handicaps. Ignoring the small group of 5- and 6-
time heavy ground winners that failed to score a further mud success, we can see a fair 
relationship between number of heavy ground wins and subsequent heavy win strike rate. 

Whilst that is fairly logical and, in itself, not especially helpful, what is perhaps more 
surprising is that following multiple (two-plus) heavy ground winners in National Hunt 
handicaps run on heavy ground is a profitable strategy to embrace blindly, at Betfair SP or 
early prices at least. 

Let me emphasise that with the following table: 

  

 

Comparison of multi-mud winners versus 0 or 1 win 
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The American author, James Quinn, talks throughout his book, The Complete Handicapper, 
about 'the rule of two'. This rule, again entirely sensible and a very good way of avoiding 
bad value bets, is predicated on the market overreaction to a single instance of an event. 
That could be a single good run, a single heavy ground performance, or a single bad run. Or 
anything else which has not been replicated or built upon before or since. Hence the two-
plus heavy ground wins proviso demonstrates beyond reasonable doubt that a horse is likely 
to run to form on that sort of surface, all other things being equal. 

  

How to optimize this knowledge 

Getting to within 5% of parity at starting price with a simple stat like that opens a window of 
research opportunity through which we may be able to spot pockets of value. 

Poor run last time out 

One trick here, from a value perspective, may be to see if horses with a poor finishing 
position last time can improve the ROI. Focusing only on those runners which finished 
outside the top five on their previous start has a profound impact on the figures. 

  

 

2+ heavy wins, outside the top five last time out 

  

Firstly, it reduces the number of bets to roughly a half. Secondly, it retains an acceptable 
strike rate of 11% win and 27% place. Thirdly, the ROI is now around 10% on a meaningful 
number of bets at industry SP. 

  

Mature. But not over-ripe... 

Without tampering questionably with the dataset it is worth evaluating performance by age, 
as there do seem to be a fair number of octogenarians (in horse years at least) asked to 
persist with a fading career on heavy turf. The data bear that out: 
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Multi-heavy NH 'cap winners, not top 5 LTO, by age 

  

The strike rates for horses in the prime of their careers - from ages seven to ten (using the 
more reliable place strike rates as guidance) - are significantly better than their older and 
younger counterparts. 

And, in case you were wondering, that shape is not replicated when one removes the 'heavy 
going' factor. Overall, horses tend to place at a fairly consistent percentage (c.25%) under 
the other conditions outlined above from ages four to six, before dropping to 24% aged 
seven, 23% at eight and 21% at nine and ten. Older than that and the general population 
running in this context hit the board at less than 20%. 

It probably makes sense that most horses would mature into sloggers at a slightly later time 
than those naturally equipped to race on faster terrain, and that is certainly what the data 
say. 

 

Focusing only on those horses aged seven to ten with proven (multi-winning) heavy ground 
form in NH handicaps who were outside the top five last time gives this: 

 

Multi-heavy winners, aged 7 to 10, in NH handicaps, who missed the top 5 LTO 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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A 25% ROI on 1000 bets at starting price is pretty nifty. But, clearly, any approach with a 
12% strike rate will suffer extended losing spells, and the figures above include two fairly 
painful downturns in 2010 and 2013. 

One way to take the edge off that is to consider betting each way. Although not always a 
good strategy, with these fellows making the frame 30% of the time, it will definitely keep 
the shorter of bankroll engaged for longer, and help to ride out the worst of the inevitable 
corrections. 

Backing each way at 9/2 or bigger in 5+ runner fields (i.e. each way races) gives 84 wins 
(10.1%) and 227 placed horses (27.28%) from 832 bets, for an SP profit of 335.12 points. 
Obviously, backing each way requires a two point stake (one win, one place), meaning the 
ROI is slightly diminished at 20.14%, but that's more profit overall and a more consistent 
draw. 

  

"The Rules" 

The 'rules' then, such as they are, go like this: 

- Heavy ground National Hunt handicaps (hurdles or chases) 
- Multiple (2+) previous heavy ground winner 
- Finished 6th or worse, or failed to complete, last time out 
- Aged seven to ten 

  

In terms of explaining the 'system' in a sentence - something you should be looking to do 
when developing your own mechanistic approaches - we can say the following: 

"On extremely testing going, look for proven ability from a horse in its prime that may have 
been badly outpaced last time" 

I appreciate that, for some, the age brackets and last day finishing positions may seem too 
arbitrary. Fair enough, though it is worth noting a 'tapering' in the datasets at the edges of 
the ranges which lends a credibility to the numbers. 

Regardless of that, one thing is clear: if a horse has shown it can win on heavy ground, and it 
ran a clunker last time, be prepared to forgive that clunker back on the quaggy stuff. 

** 

Finding this kind of horse 

So, how to find these diamonds in the mud? Why, with the geegeez racecards of course! 
Here's an example from last week. 
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Courtown Oscar fits the bill snugly 

  

The Instant Expert tab reveals that Courtown Oscar was one of only two horses to have 
previously won twice or more on heavy ground, the other being Bryden Boy. But looking at 
their respective last time out figures, we can see that Bryden Boy won whereas Courtown 
Oscar was pulled up. 

  

 

Courtown Oscar finished outside the top five last time 
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Also, take a look at how Oscar performed on heavy ground the last time he encountered it. 

  

 

Impressive handicap previous on heavy - he won again 

  

Courtown Oscar won at 8/1. 

And if you look at the top form line in the image above, can you see who was second? Yes, 
Bryden Boy, the other multiple heavy ground winner. 

The exacta paid £87.60, and no, of course I didn't have it! 

[As an aside, One For Arthur - who Oscar beat on his previous heavy start - won the Warwick 
Classic Chase at the weekend; and Bryden Boy sandwiched his second place to Oscar with 
heavy ground scores either side. The form looks pretty solid!] 
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So, to recap, in order to find these horses: 

1. Look for meetings run on heavy ground (and be sure to check for going changes when the 
weather is closing in) 
2. Check Instant Expert ('win' button) for two or more going wins on heavy 
3. Check age and last time out finishing position on the card 
4. Er, that's it 

You might also want to look at the overall previous form profile on heavy ground and, 
obviously, the depth of competition in the race from a going perspective. Though, looking 
purely through the system lens, that is not necessary. 
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20th March: The REAL Reason The Irish Dominated Cheltenham  
There was much wailing and gnashing of teeth on the east side of the Irish Sea after the raiding party 

ran riot at the Cheltenham Festival. But, as this article highlights, was it simply the perfect storm? 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/the-real-reason-the-irish-dominated-cheltenham/  

Last week, British-trained horses received a 'doing' the like of which had never before been 
witnessed. The Irish minority rode, almost literally, roughshod over the vast numerical 
superiority of the domestic defences in a manner that suggested this was more than a mere 
perfect storm. 

One leading Irish trainer has mooted that the root cause lies in British racing's infatuation 
with high value handicaps, but that feels wide of the mark. Others argue that the Irish are 
better at 'plotting one up': even if that's true, the extent to which they outmanoeuvred both 
the BHA handicapping team and the British training ranks also feels somewhat of a 
convenient pigeonhole. 

No, as always, the answer is likely to be far more nuanced than 'this' or 'that'; more likely a 
combination of elements which have been brewing for some time. To understand what 
went wrong this time, a spot of historical context is required. Let's start with the most basic 
of barometers, the UK vs Ireland tally for the last five Cheltenham Festivals. 

  

Trainer location of winning horses, Cheltenham Festival 2012-17 

Year Races UK Ire 

2012 27 22 5 

2013 27 13 14 

2014 27 15 12 

2015 27 14 13 

2016 28 13 15 

2017 28 9 19 

  

 

 

 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/the-real-reason-the-irish-dominated-cheltenham/
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2017/mar/18/willie-mullins-cheltenham-festival-irish-winners-prize-money-reland-horse-racing
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2017/mar/18/willie-mullins-cheltenham-festival-irish-winners-prize-money-reland-horse-racing
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This chart tells the story rather more succinctly:  

 

Ireland's dominance is no overnight shock 

In terms of pure winners, Ireland has been improving its tally significantly since 2013, and 
actually only enhanced their win score by four this term. That, of course, equates to an eight 
race swing and the smallest number of prizes for the home team ever. 

But win samples are typically small, however, and this one is restricted to just 28 (27 prior to 
the introduction of the mares' novices' hurdle last year) races. So what of the place data?  

Trainer location of placed horses, Cheltenham Festival 2012-17 

Year Places UK Ire 

2012 91 58 33 

2013 90 53 35 

2014 92 56 36 

2015 92 48 44 

2016 93 48 45 

2017 94 53 41 

Here's the chart for the place data:  
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The place data is a little more equivocal 

  

Notice how there is convergence in the place data but not the overlap of the win graph? 
This is significant because it suggests that the emerald dominance of 2017, while hardly a 
surprise, has been magnified somewhat by the microcosm of the winners dataset. 

[Incidentally, I prefer places to percentage of runners beaten because, aside from the 
challenges of quantifying non-completions, many horses are eased off significantly when 
their chance has gone, thus further muddying what is already at best translucent water] 

Before moving on, let us also consider the number of placed horses as a percentage of the 
number of runners from UK and Ireland. This obviously requires us to know the number of 
runners from each 'country' taking part, which gets interesting. Check this out: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Placed horses as a percentage of runners (right hand columns) 

Year Runners UK Ire Places UK Ire UK% Ire% 

2012 483 356 126 91 58 33 16.29% 26.19% 
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2013 464 355 106 90 53 35 14.93% 33.02% 

2014 487 363 121 92 56 36 15.43% 29.75% 

2015 468 321 146 92 48 44 14.95% 30.14% 

2016 492 346 143 93 48 45 13.87% 31.47% 

2017 488 325 160 94 53 41 16.31% 25.63% 

*there have been a few non-UK/Irish runners as well, hence the small disparity between 
total runners and the UK/Ire aggregate 

  

In case you missed it, let me help you out: 

1. The home team had a higher percentage of their horses placed last week than in any other 
Festival in the sample. 
2. Ireland registered its lowest percentage of placed horses to runners in the six year sample 
period last week. 

  

Why? Simple. Ireland had their biggest raiding party since 2012 (at least), and Britain had 
very close to its smallest defensive battalion, 2017's 325 only surpassed by 2015's 321 
(spread across one fewer race). 

The graph of places as a percentage of runners looks like this: 
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Cheltenham Festival places as a percentage of runners: UK vs Ireland 

  

In terms of the numerical strength of the Irish team, between 2012 and 2014 their runners 
amounted to circa 25%, against a British squad of 75%. From 2015 to 2017, that quarter to 
three-quarters was more like a third to two-thirds. Last week, Irish runners accounted for 
32.8% of the entries, their highest figure as a percentage of runners in the sample, and fully 
ten per cent more in absolute terms than any other year (160 versus their next largest team 
of 146, in 2015). 

So it may actually be the quantity as much as the quality of the Irish runners that is 
responsible for their huge margin of victory in everyone's favourite pointless contest, the 
Betbright Cup. 

Why? 

We now join the ranks of the hand-wringers to ask why the Irish are winning more 
Cheltenham Festival races. As noted above, the question doesn't relate solely to the most 
recent renewal, but to each one since 2013. What has changed during that time to bring 
about such an upturn in Irish fortunes? Let's consider three possible contributory factors: 

 

- Prize money 

- Handicap ratings 

- Purchase price / source of acquisition 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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Prize Money 

Willie Mullins posited over the weekend that perhaps owners want to have horses trained in 
Ireland due to the greater prize money, and because of the lesser programme book reliance 
on higher value handicaps. A quick review of last week's winners lends some credence 
to Willie's mullings: of the 19 Irish-trained winners, eight of them by my reckoning - Special 
Tiara, Supasundae, Sizing John, Yorkhill, Nichols Canyon, Let's Dance, Penhill and Rock The 
World - are owned by 'Brits'. 

But with the exceptions of exiled Americans, Susannah Ricci and Mrs Rowley-Williams (now 
moved back to US), owner of Special Tiara, the others all have horses trained in Britain as 
well. True, the Wylies seem to be phasing out their Paul Nicholls team, but this looks 
more in the Gigginstown vein of performance-based decision-making rather than as a result 
of prize money, though a case can certainly be made for the latter... 

The below table shows the five year prize money accrued by four of the top owners to have 
split their teams across UK and Ireland (figures derived from ownership data at 
RacingPost.com). 

  

Owner Ire Prize 

Ire 

Runs Ire £/Run UK Prize 

UK 

Runs UK £/Run 

Differen

tial 

Ricci £4,262,102 545 £7,820 £2,462,702 116 £21,230 2.71 

Potts £1,644,110 456 £3,606 £769,725 50 £15,395 4.27 

Wylie £1,910,689 174 £10,981 £1,701,885 209 £8,143 0.74 

McManus £8,960,364 4238 £2,114 £7,994,949 2669 £2,995 1.42 

  

Although there is unquestionably some 'cause and effect' as a result of these owners having 
won at Cheltenham, that's precisely why they're included in the table. The 'Differential' 
column shows that, while the Wylies won only 74% as much from their UK endeavours 
compared with their Irish portfolios, Teams Ricci and Potts did much, much better with their 
British teams. 

But probably the best barometer of this line of argument is JP McManus. Ol' Green n'Gold 
supports racing to a huge degree on both sides of the pond, and it can clearly be seen on 
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which side his bread is best buttered. McManus' UK contingent net him 42% more per run 
than his Irish legion. 

The fact is that Willie Mullins has performed incredibly well - peerlessly, in fact - at the 
Cheltenham Festival for a number of years. That success brings 'overseas investment', 
regardless of whether there are valuable Graded pots or handicaps in the run of things. 
Indeed, owners like Ricci are on record as saying that they are not interested in winning 
outside of Cheltenham in March, a week which is the alpha and omega of their involvement 
in the ownership game. 

So whilst there is some smoke to Mullins' contention, it seems unlikely there is much in the 
way of fire generating those plumes. 

Handicap Ratings 

More interesting, perhaps, and going beyond the handicap races, is the allocation of 
handicap ratings. Much has been made - before, during and since the Festival - of the re-
assessment of Irish horses for British races. The consensus beforehand from the Irish camp 
was that this was unjust. With the raiders claiming seven of the ten handicap prizes, there is 
less crabbing now than before, but the question remains: why were the Irish horses largely 
elevated from their domestic perches? 

The answer may lie not in the errancy of the Irish handicapper's work, but perhaps in a 
general overstatement in the British figures. Put another way, it may be that the British 
horses are rated too highly by the BHA 'cappers rather than the Irish too low by theirs. 

To be brutally honest, I struggled to think of an effective (and time-efficient) method to test 
this hypothesis, and so will leave it as a question that others of appropriate informational 
means may crunch and confirm/refute the suggestion. 

I definitely have a 'feeling' that some horses, especially in the two mile divisions, both 
hurdle and chase, have been significantly over-rated. Such conjecture should have no place 
in a pseudo-empirical article, so I'll leave it at that. 

UPDATE: I've been made aware of two articles from last year covering the inflation in UK 
ratings. This one is from Simon Rowlands, and this one from Kevin Blake, are both excellent 
corroboration of the perception which, it seems, is more than that. 

Purchase Price / Source 

One thing that fascinates me, as a jealous owner peering through the windows into the 
Tattersalls Cheltenham sale and the like, is how purchase price and source impact on 
Festival prospects. As more largely untested stock changes hands for north of £300,000 a 
head, is there any evidence of a correlation between purchase price and performance in the 
Cotswolds in March? Or are the winners arriving in the hands of their owners by other 
means than public auction? 

To evaluate this, I looked at the winners of the last six renewals of each of the Champion 
Hurdle, Champion Chase, Stayers' Hurdle and Gold Cup. That's the same time frame used 
above for the UK / Ireland comparisons and gives us 24 horses - minus multiple winners - to 

https://www.timeform.com/horse-racing/features/rowley/grand-national-2016-ratings-and-quality-of-runners-442016
http://www.attheraces.com/blogs/kevin-blake/15-February-2016
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look at. Remarkably, the only multiple winner in the period was Sprinter Sacre, whose story 
is an interesting one to which we'll briefly return shortly. 

Of the 23 individual winners of the four main Championship races since 2012, 15 were 
acquired privately. The remaining eight including two home-bred's - Synchronised and 
Coneygree, both Gold Cup winners - and six purchased for or by their current owners at 
public auction. 

The highest price paid at public auction for a winner of the Champion Hurdle (one), Stayers' 
Hurdle (two), or Gold Cup (three) was the £75,000 Jim Culloty (on behalf of Dr Ronan 
Lambe) gave for Lord Windermere. 

This year's Gold Cup winner, Sizing John, was bought as a yearling for just €16,000, 
Thistlecrack cost €43,000, and Bob's Worth (RSA and Gold Cup winner) was a mere £20,000. 
Using 90p to €1 as a conversion metric, the six Championship winners sold at public auction 
averaged at £32,717. The median was £24,100. 

We also know something of some of those acquired privately. For example, we know that 
Champion Chaser, Sire De Grugy, was bought for €50,000. And it is reputed that Sprinter 
Sacre, who won two Champion Chases, was part of a 'job lot' of 22 horses purchased from 
France for €300,000. While it may be unwise to apportion that price tag equally across the 
whole draft, we do arrive at a figure of €13,636, or £12,272 using the 90p/€1 conversion 
principle. For us small-time syndicateers there is something comforting in such 
mathematical folly. 

Perhaps Cole Harden is worth a mention, too. He was led out not sold at £30,000 after 
winning his debut bumper. Acquired privately soon after, it is highly possible that the 
purchaser paid in the region of £35,000 given that the auctioneer will usually 'phantom bid' 
up to just below the reserve price. 

It seems that only fools rush in via the sales ring and, although the auction houses probably 
don't want to admit it, they appear to be doing considerably better than purchasers from 
these multi-hundred thousand pound/euro deals over jumps: most of the best horses are 
either bought privately or snapped up for relative pennies. 

In Summary... 

There are a number of key takeaways from the data posted in this article. Probably 
the hardest to swallow is that Ireland actually under-performed against their numerical 
representation this year, in spite of 'winning' 19-9 in terms of race victors. 

The natural selectivity of Irish runners - it's a long, expensive journey for a horse with no 
chance - is also a factor, though this year was one where expense was waived in favour of 
'having a runner' more than ever before. This was supported by those higher Irish handicap 
ratings, meaning more of their horses actually got a run than would have been the case of 
their domestic pegs. 

Tully East (Ire 133, UK 138), winner of the Close Brothers Novices' Handicap Chase, was the 
most notable beneficiary as his Irish mark was insufficient to make the cut for the race. 
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There is unlikely to be anything material in the Mullins line about British fascination with a 
handicap-driven programme, certainly if the major owners are anything to go by. But I'm 
fascinated by the evidence published by Messrs Rowlands and Blake around potential 
inflation in UK handicap ratings: it looks like there may well be something in that. 

And if you love the idea of owning a Cheltenham Festival champion, it would appear that 
your best chance is to either a) acquire privately, either from France or from a small stable 
out of an Irish bumper; or b) buy a relatively cheap ticket at the sales and hope that your 
luck is in! 

So here's to next year, when I expect Ireland to have less winners, perhaps significantly less 
on the evidence of their overall performance rather than merely the microcosm of the 
winners' enclosure. 

Matt 
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10th July: SmartSig Archive (betting systems, angles and ideas, gratis) 
Just a short post here, but a link to some golden resources and, for many longer in the tooth (like 

me!), a trip down memory lane… 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/betting-editorial-to-help-you-bet-smarter/  

 

Great reads from 'the olden days' 

Back in the day, in the late '90s to be precise, the interwebz was still in its formation and 
there wasn't the unending array of racing content that there is now. Print publications were 
still the main medium, with Odds On magazine a particular favourite. 

For those of a (generally) more analytical bent, SmartSIG was the mag to have. A monthly 
printed newsletter running to most of 100 pages, it was mainly comprised of members' 
articles. The likes of Peter May (geegeez ratings), Steve Tilley (ARCHIE calculation, 
and HBF colleague of mine), among many others spilled their brains into this consistently 
thought-provoking periodical. 

Well, guess what? Now you can download a large number of SmartSIG issues in pdf format. 
Despite beginning as far back as 1994, the content continues to retain relevance for a 
thinking punting audience. Concepts never go out of fashion and, though processing power 
has increased millionfold in the interim, much of the SmartSig content remains bankable. 

  

Here's a link from which you can download the SmartSig archive of insight 

  

Bringing Smart thinking right up to date 

For those who want a fresher perspective, allow me to introduce the grandson of SmartSig - 
and son of Smartersig - SmartSigger. Now curated by my friend and colleague, Michael 
Wilding, SmartSigger is a shorter read than its predecessors, and still consistently 
interesting. 

Right now - this week in fact - Michael has a very special offer on, whereby if you sign up to 
SmartSigger (for as little as £5.75), you can get access to the entire back catalogue of 
SmartSigger magazines. That's over fifty editions, at around 11p each. 

There are some really good articles in the 2017 draft alone, including around subjects such 
as National Hunt Flat races, weight for age in handicaps, bank management when 
withdrawing funds, horses trying something different (a theme to which I will return next 
week), first time in a handicap, and many many more. 

Ricky Taylor - one of the original SmartSig contributors - and John Burke are perhaps the 
two most readable contributors (for me at least), and there are notable 'assists' from our 
own Andy Newton in terms of big race trends. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/betting-editorial-to-help-you-bet-smarter/
http://ukhbf.org/
http://www.smithycottage.com/
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There's nothing I like more than dipping into articles such as these for inspiration and ideas 
for my own punting, and indeed my own writing, and I'm happy to have inspired a few of 
the articles within SmartSigger as well. 

 

If you think about your betting - I mean at a deep 'how can I improve?' sort of level - then 
this will be an investment you probably want to take on, both in time terms and financially. 

If you decide to sign up for a year, it works out at less than four quid a month (the same 
price it was in 1995, incidentally). Alternatively, if you're mainly interested in the 'value 
bundle', you can sign up on monthly for £5.75 and get the entire back catalogue. That's 
entirely up to you. 

  

Here's the link to check out SmartSigger 

  

I read this every month, and I think you'll enjoy it too. 

Good luck, 

Matt 

 

 

  

https://geegeez--anonymousginger.thrivecart.com/smartsigger-monthly/
https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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17th July: The Ten Worst G1 Winners in Recent History 
Tony Keenan’s first entry in this year’s round up features his controversial selection of the ten worst 

Group 1 winners of recent times. It caused quite a stir at the time and debate was frenzied online 

about horses, and races, which deliver weak G1 winners. See what you think: 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/the-ten-worst-group-1-winners-in-recent-memory/  

(*since 2003) 

You could come up with a metric to figure out the worst Group 1 winners of recent 
times, writes Tony Keenan. Performance ratings on the day would be a good starting point 
while subsequent achievements matter too, as would those of the horses around and 
behind them. You could look at the nature of the race, knowing full well that certain Group 
1s – those confined to fillies or over staying trips, say – are less competitive than others. But 
none of this is as much fun as trawling through the records of the 638 Group 1 winners since 
2003 in Britain and Ireland and figuring out who the hell was that horse that won the Middle 
Park in 2009 (Awzaan, in case you didn’t know) and looking at what became of them. 

2003 is taken as the starting point because that is as far back as the excellent 
HorseRaceBase database goes and it neatly coincides with the time I started following racing 
properly. This is an utterly subjective list and the idea behind it is not to offend; it needs 
pointing out that every bad Group 1 winner is s triumph for someone, be it trainer, jockey or 
breeder, the by-product of a certain set of circumstances on the day. And that’s basically 
what I’m doing: looking for horses that were patently inferior to the usual level required to 
win a Group 1 but who for whatever reason were able to maximise their ability in a narrow 
window of the mere minutes it takes to run a race. 

Honourable Mentions: Rajeem – 2006 Falmouth (a Clive Brittain 50/1 special, need I say 
more!); Vintage Tipple – 2003 Irish Oaks (one for the sentimentalists but worth 
remembering that she and the filly she beat in the Oaks finished the season racing in a 
backend Curragh Listed contest); Camelot – 2013 Racing Post Trophy, 2014 2,000 Guineas, 
Derby and Irish Derby (surely one of the worst four-time Group 1 winners ever, beat Zip 
Top, French Fifteen, Main Sequence and Born To Sea in his Group 1 wins yet nearly went 
down as a great), Encke – 2014 St Leger (the one that stopped Camelot’s Triple Crown bid 
but later banned for positive drug test), Parish Hall – 2011 Dewhurst (immortalised for 
trying to give his nearest rival a love-bite on his penultimate start in 2015). 

  

10. Jwala – 2013 Nunthorpe 

Starting price isn’t the best guide to finding bad Group 1 winners with the biggest-priced 
winner in this period proving the point; that horse was 2010 Nunthorpe winner Sole Power 
at 100/1 who went on to triumph in five more top-level contests. He was third to the 40/1 
shot Jwala this day with Shea Shea in second, the softened ground suiting neither, while the 
Robert Cowell-trained winner also benefited from an excellent ride with Steve Drowne 
making more or less all. Her previous best was a win in a Listed race, also at York, but this 
was a shock in a race that has produced a few over the years, the short distance and big 
field often bringing in some randomness. To Jwala’s credit she did back up her win with a 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/the-ten-worst-group-1-winners-in-recent-memory/
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good fourth in the Abbaye next time but that was one of the lesser runnings of the French 
race. 

  

9. My Dream Boat – 2016 Prince of Wales’s Stakes 

It is truth universally acknowledged in European racing that bad horses don’t win Group 1s 
over ten furlongs; races over this trip have long been the most competitive in the calendar. 
There are some lesser Group 1 over the distance, notably the Tattersalls Gold Cup at the 
Curragh and some of the early season French races, but by and large you need to be good to 
win one. My Dream Boat isn’t very good looking at his overall form and managed to find a 
particularly bad renewal of the Prince of Wales’s Stakes last year, a race that tends to be 
among the best of Royal Ascot. Soft ground meant a field of just six took part with A Shin 
Hikari looking nothing like the beast that had blown the Prix D’Ispahan apart by 10 lengths 
on his previous start. Found was in her phase of finishing second every time she ran while 
the rest of the field was made up of the doggish Western Hymn, a regressive The Grey 
Gatsby and all-weather horse Tryster. My Dream Boat loved the ground, Found didn’t love 
the battle and the rest is history. 

  

8. La Collina – 2011 Phoenix Stakes/2013 Matron Stakes 

Including a dual Group 1 winner is probably a bit churlish – can something be a fluke if it 
happens twice – but La Collina was just three from sixteen overall in her career and is one of 
those horses that seemed blessed with luck. Kevin Prendergast has won Group 1s with some 
strange horses, Termagant in the same colours for instance, many of whom never produce 
the same level of form again. La Collina was never better than when beating subsequent 
National Stakes and Irish 2,000 Guineas winner, Power, in the Phoenix Stakes, allowing that 
one was a sitting duck with how the race unfolded. Her Matron Stakes win got within a few 
pounds of that form but she was rated only 106 going into the race, very much at the low 
end of the spectrum of official ratings for older horse Group 1s, and the filly she beat was 
rated just 105. 

  

7. Reel Buddy – 2003 Sussex Stakes 

Connections of Reel Buddy didn’t think much of him in 2003, running him twice within three 
days over the Lincoln meeting at Doncaster where he was beaten a combined 46 lengths, 
and his best win prior to the Sussex was a Group 3. This was a race that set up well for him 
even before post time, Dubai Destination redirected for France while Kalaman and Where 
Or When came out that morning. The race itself was a mess pace-wise but Pat Eddery gave 
his quirky mount a fine ride and never used the stick. Goodwood is a track that gets a bad 
name in terms of luck-in-running but bad winners of the Sussex are rare with the Nassau at 
the same meeting more likely to produce a shock. 
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6. Frozen Fire – 2008 Irish Derby 

Seamie Heffernan has made a career out of winning races he shouldn’t have and Frozen Fire 
was one of the early ones, landing an ordinary renewal of the Irish Derby where he came 
wide and avoided traffic that led to some of the placings being reversed. There were some 
decent horses in the field: Casual Conquest won a Group 1 afterwards while Tartan Bearer 
was second in a King George, but this was very much the high point of Frozen Fire’s career 
arc. The only other race he won was a Gowran Park maiden while he went on to show little 
with Mike De Kock. Returned 16/1 on the day, these big-priced O’Brien Group 1 winners 
rarely go on, with Homecoming Queen, Was and Qualify also failing to win again afterwards. 

 

  

5. G Force – 2014 Haydock Sprint Cup 

The Sprint Cup is the weakest of the UK’s Group 1 sprints and by some distance; in fact, the 
prospective Champion Sprinter will often miss the race for a later target. That has left the 
way clear for recent winners like Goodricke, Regal Parade and Markab to come from 
handicaps and while that’s clearly not a bad thing in itself, you probably don’t want to be 
heading back for handicaps afterwards. That’s exactly what has happened to G Force, 
excellent for peak David O’Meara in 2014, rumours circulating of his taking over the mantle 
at Ballydoyle in fact. G Force was found to be sub-fertile when sent to stud and is 13 starts 
without a win since the Sprint Cup. He was last seen at the Curragh on Saturday where he 
finished last in the Scurry Stakes, a handicap. 

  

4. Madame Chiang – 2014 Fillies and Mares Stakes 

British Champions Day is a brilliant idea and there have been some brilliant winners at the 
meeting, notably King Frankel and all his princes like Cirrus Des Aigles, Excelebration and 
Farhh. With any flat meeting run in October there is always the chance of really deep 
ground and freak results and so it proved in the second running of the Fillies and Mares as a 
Group 1 in 2014. The leaders went off far too hard and there was a pace collapse – the 
finishing speed for the winner was a crazy 94.4% - with the most talented filly in the field, 
Chiquita, going bananas [geddit?!] in the finish and earning the immortal in-running 
comment ‘threw it away’. The mud-loving Madame Chiang was there to pick up the pieces 
having been dropped out completely. 

  

 

 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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3. Pether’s Moon – 2015 Coronation Cup 

Trainers and owners might be willing to chance their best three-year-olds at Epsom, the 
prestige of the Oaks and Derby outweighing the obvious risk of the track, but with the 
notable exception of Aidan O’Brien and some French handlers many seem less keen on 
running their older horses in races like the Coronation Cup. Such wariness reached its peak 
in the 2014 Coronation Cup where just four went to post and the market was dominated by 
Dolniya and Flintshire; this was the pre-US Flintshire however. It was more a race Dolniya 
lost than anything else, emptying in the finish having traded at 1/50 in running, and Pether’s 
Moon came through to win, his previous best effort having come in the Bosphorus Cup at 
Veliefendi. Incidentally, he was the Hannons’ first Group 1 winner over further than a mile 
since Assessor in the 1992 Prix Royal-Oak. 

  

2. Palace Episode – 2005 Racing Post Trophy 

Doncaster stages two of the weakest Group 1s of the season in the St. Leger and the Racing 
Post Trophy and it would challenge even the best racing historian to list off the last 20 
winners of each race. The ground was heavy in October 20o5 which helped Palace Episode’s 
case and hindered that of Dylan Thomas who was to prove much the best horse in the field 
but who didn’t operate on soft. Palace Episode was quirky, flashing his tail in the finish, and 
won just once in the rest of his career, in a Saratoga claimer. His career at stud proved little 
better. 

  

1. Pedro The Great – 2012 Phoenix 

There have been some eminently forgettable winners of the Phoenix Stakes like Sudirman, 
Alfred Nobel and Dick Whittington, but none more than so the unfortunately named Pedro 
The Great. His immediate victims on the day were the ungenuine pair Leitir Mor and Lottie 
Dod, the former 2/32 in his career though he did at least act as a pacemaker for Dawn 
Approach, the latter 1/14 lifetime and rated 89 when last seen. Pedro The Great’s task was 
eased when his stablemate Cristoforo Colombo slipped up while the other fancied runner 
Probably found little. Soft ground and Irish Group 1s can throw up some weird results. 

  

As I've said, this is a subjective list and no offence is intended. If you disagree, or feel 
another has a legitimate claim to top ten 'bragging' rights, leave a comment below. 

- Tony Keenan 
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7th August: What If Aidan O'Brien Had Trained Frankel? 
Another from the pen of TK, this interesting and entertaining article looks at how the career of the 

great Frankel might have been different had he been trained by Ireland’s finest rather than the late, 

great Sir Henry Cecil. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/racing-what-ifs-what-if-aidan-obrien-had-trained-frankel/  

 

The Frankel most readily associated with Aidan O’Brien these days is Bobby, the American 
trainer whose record of 25 Grade/Group 1 winners in a year seems in play for O’Brien at the 
start of each flat season, writes Tony Keenan. His associations with the equine Frankel were 
limited to providing foils to his brilliance between 2010 and 2012 along with training some 
of his offspring but what if the greatest horse of the modern era were paired with the 
greatest trainer of the same period? Henry Cecil could hardly have done any better with 
Frankel, a horse that satisfied every judge from visuals to time to form; but Aidan O’Brien 
would certainly have done things differently. 

Nor is it a pipedream to imagine Frankel could have finished up in Ballydoyle. There was a 
time in past decade when Juddmonte would send ten of their mares to Coolmore sires and 
each would get first choice of the foals on an alternating annual basis. In 2007 it was 
Coolmore that had first preference and they selected Await The Dawn whose best effort 
came when winning the 2011 Hardwicke and was rated 121 at this peak. The following year 
was the turn of Juddmonte and the rest is racing history. But what if it had been Coolmore’s 
time to choose in 2008? Let’s roll back to that time and do some counter-factuals on what 
might have unfolded… 

Would Frankel have been beaten on debut? 

Much has been made of Aidan O’Brien’s record with juvenile debutantes this year with even 
the pick of his two-year-olds getting turned over first time and many the subjects of nursing 
rides. They are being trained with long term in mind at the moment though that pattern was 
not quite so marked earlier in the decade. Consider the record of two-year-old colts on 
debut out of Ballydoyle over the last 10 years: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/racing-what-ifs-what-if-aidan-obrien-had-trained-frankel/
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Year Winners Runners Strikerate 

2017 2 23 8.7% 

2016 5 64 7.8% 

2015 6 44 13.6% 

2014 6 47 12.8% 

2013 16 44 36.4% 

2012 10 57 17.5% 

2011 11 49 22.5% 

2010 5 52 9.6% 

2009 10 53 18.9% 

2008 11 53 20.8% 

  

2010, the year Frankel made his debut, was a particularly poor year for O’Brien-trained 
debutants though the overall trend in that time is more towards strikerates north of 17% 
than those close to 10% we see today. The obvious point to make here is that none of this 
may have mattered; Frankel had so much latent ability that it would have shone through 
from the start, regardless of tender handling or lack of fitness. 

But plenty of O’Brien’s stars have still been beaten first time on the track as two-year-olds. 
Going back to 2010, the likes of Zoffany, Power, Camelot, Kingsbarns, War Command, Air 
Force Blue and Caravaggio have all won their first outing. But there is an equally strong – 
perhaps even stronger – list of those that got beaten, which includes Leading Light, 
Magician, Australia, Gleneagles, Highland Reel, Order Of St George, Churchill and Gustav 
Klimt, allowing that some of those were not bred to be sharp early. Frankel wasn’t either by 
the way; his dam took four starts to win while only two of his five siblings won as juveniles. 

Being unbeaten is something that matters in racing especially when you are engaged in the 
business of stallion-making. It adds an aura, whatever that may be, along with a few euros 
to the early fees before the stallion has proven itself with actual progeny. But that is not the 
only part of it and it is worth remembering that had Coolmore owned Frankel they would 
have used him extensively themselves which doesn’t bring in money as such. 
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Where the unbeaten record does matter however is in race planning and deciding where 
the horse might run next. Choosing to race on as a four-year-old is an important decision 
and the potential reward of an enhanced reputation must be weighed against the risk of 
losing the unbeaten record and the certain loss of a year in the breeding sheds. With this 
decision comes pressure which is something we’ll return to later. 

  

Who would have ridden Frankel? 

Tom Queally rode Frankel on all 14 of his starts and that was important; he was not a 
straightforward horse by any means, keenness just one of his issues, and having the same 
rider on board likely proved a help to his development. Whether such an option would have 
been possible had he been trained by Aidan O’Brien is unclear. 2010 was a transitional 
period at Ballydoyle, Johnny Murtagh in his last season there and seemingly with one foot 
out of the door, Joseph O’Brien only starting his career in the saddle and Ryan Moore not 
really on the Coolmore horizon just yet. It is worth considering who rode Group 1 winners 
for O’Brien in the UK and Ireland in this period: 

  

Year 2010 2011 2012 

J. O’Brien 0 3 9 

S. Heffernan 2 6 2 

J. Murtagh 9 0 0 

R. Moore 0 2 1 

C. O’Donoghue 0 1 0 

J. Spencer 0 1 0 

  

Joseph O’Brien was seventeen at the start of Frankel’s juvenile season and by the start of his 
three-year-old campaign he was still claiming five pounds; he would not ride out his claim 
until September 26th of that year. He rode Group 1 winners in 2011, starting with Roderic 
O’Connor in the Irish 2,000 Guineas and later on Maybe in the Moyglare and Camelot in the 
Racing Post Trophy. Still, he was a claimer for the first two of those wins and no amount of 
family connections were going to get him on Frankel as a three-year-old. 
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Neither Colm O’Donoghue nor Jamie Spencer were going ride him either and nor I suspect 
was Ryan Moore. Moore simply didn’t have the same connection with Ballydoyle in 2010/11 
as he does now nor was the Ryan Moore of that period the same rider as we see today. He 
had ridden 19 Group 1 winners up to the end of 2010 as he was beginning to come into his 
pomp with an Epsom Oaks/Derby double on Snow Fairy and Workforce but Michael Stoute 
was his chief supporter at that time. 

 

That leaves Heffernan and Murtagh. 2011 was the peak of Heffernan’s career arc in terms of 
Group 1 winners with So You Think a big ride to get along with Misty For Me. However, he 
was jocked off So You Think for Joseph O’Brien the following year which makes it hard to 
believe he would have held the mount on Frankel for three seasons. If there were a single 
jockey to ride Frankel throughout his time at Ballydoyle, it would likely have been Murtagh. 
He was proven at all the big tracks in all the big races and regardless of the issues that may 
have been going on at the time, both sides would surely have made it work. A horse like 
Frankel was too important to get wrong. 

  

Where would Frankel have run? 

In many ways, this is the most interesting part of the entire discussion and it might be best 
to start with some comparables, using the ten O’Brien-trained horses of recent times that 
most resemble Frankel. Even with them in mind however, this is far from straightforward as 
he could have gone a number of ways. 

[Note: When I say signature races below, it does not necessarily mean the races the won but 
rather the races that defined them.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Horse 

Careers 

Wins/Runs 

Peak 

OR Signature Races 

Four-year-old 

Season? 

Rock Of Gibraltar 10/13 126 All the mile races No 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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Hawk Wing 5/12 137 Guineas, Derby, Lockinge Yes 

George 

Washington 6/14 124 Phoenix, National, Guineas Yes (but…) 

Dylan Thomas 10/20 127 

King George, Irish Champion 

Stakes (x2), Arc Yes 

Henrythenavigator 6/11 125 Both Guineas, Breeders’ Cup No 

Rip Van Winkle 5/14 130 Sussex, QEII, Juddmonte Yes 

Camelot 6/10 124 Triple Crown Yes 

Australia 5/8 123 

Guineas, Derby, Irish 

Champion Stakes No 

Gleneagles 7/11 122 

Both Guineas, St. James’s 

Palace No 

Churchill 7/9 123 Both Guineas ? 

  

As a two-year-old, Frankel had four runs: a maiden, a conditions race, the Royal Lodge and 
the Dewhurst. Had he been with O’Brien, things would have been broadly similar. He would 
have won his maiden (or not!) then gone for a lesser Group race before taking in the 
National Stakes and then the Dewhurst. There is a possibility he would have been given 
more time and fewer starts like a Camelot or Australia but this seems the likely campaign. 

The start to his classic season would have been straightforward too as he would have gone 
straight to the 2,000 Guineas as is the case with almost every O’Brien colt that fits that 
profile. There would have been no prep run as Frankel had in the Greenham, a race Cecil 
credited with taking the freshness out of him ahead of Newmarket, and he could have been 
vulnerable there for missing that run. Regardless of that, then would have come the big 
decision: go for the Derby or stick to the mile. It is difficult to say which way he would have 
gone; Hawk Wing, Camelot and Australia went to Epsom and were generally successful 
while Rock Of Gibraltar, Henrythenavigator, Gleneagles and Churchill stayed at eight 
furlongs. 

More difficult decisions would have followed as the options really would have opened up 
from the mid-summer. I strongly suspect the Irish Champion Stakes would have been on the 
cards as it is a race O’Brien has a deep association with; Frankel would have gone to 
Leopardstown regardless of whether he were going up or down in trip. The Arc seems much 
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less likely – it is not a race where O’Brien runs many three-year-olds – nor would British 
Champions’ Day have been high on the list of potential targets. Henry Cecil had an affinity 
with that meeting, not least because it was central to the British calendar and was in its 
infancy, he and Frankel due much credit for launching the early runnings of that event. 

Champions’ Day has been little more than an afterthought for O’Brien and Coolmore up to 
now. One meeting that is central to their plans however is the Breeders’ Cup and it is worth 
pointing out that seven of the ten comparable horses listed above ran at that meeting. It is 
vital for Coolmore to have winners there though where Frankel might have run is hard to 
call, the Mile, the Turf and even the Classic in the mix. 

Let’s assume Frankel has got to the end of 2011 and his three-year-old season unbeaten and 
a call must be made on whether or not he remains in training. This is where the unbeaten 
record comes in; it is one thing to maintain such a record through the horse’s first two 
seasons when you have no real option but to race on, quite another to decide to continue at 
four when all manner of things could go wrong. Aidan O’Brien and the lads vacillate 
between risk-taking and risk-aversion at various times, as they should with no horse or 
situation entirely the same; but I strongly suspect they would have retired Frankel as a 
three-year-old as the risks were simply too high. The last two or three years may have seen 
more Ballydoyle horses stay in training but this was five years ago and their mollycoddling of 
something like Gleneagles suggests the unbeaten record may simply have been put away for 
posterity. 

  

Frankel’s Ballydoyle Legacy: The Best Ever 

Aidan O’Brien has had many horses which he has described as the best he has trained and 
we have even seen variations on the theme with him describing horses as the fastest, 
toughest and such like. There’s some recency bias in there along with sales talk but looking 
at the records of the pick of his recent stars one can see that it is actually quite difficult to 
say which was best. Many of them tend to cluster around peak official ratings in the high-
120s and while Hawk Wing is the one with the best figure for his win in the Lockinge, others 
had more longevity and consistency. 

Of course, training a horse officially rated 140 (Timeform rated him 147) that wins all his 
races renders all of this moot. The debate would be over and if only for that it would have 
been great for Frankel to have been trained at Ballydoyle! 

- Tony Keenan 
 

 

30th August: An End to Blinkered Thinking? 
In this article, I looked at the impact of the application of blinkers, and ended up with some quite 

striking – and unexpected – findings… 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/an-end-to-blinkered-thinking/  

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/an-end-to-blinkered-thinking/
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The relationship between racehorses and equipment - especially headgear - is often 
misunderstood. That can be mainly credited to two factors. Firstly, some equipment, such as 
different tack (sheepskin or cross nosebands, for example), is not required to be declared. 
And secondly, the general public have nothing more than a notation in the racecard relating 
to the wearing of other equipment. 

Some publications do make a point of highlighting that a horse is, for instance, blinkered 
first time. But is the initial fitting of blinkers a positive? If not, what about subsequent runs? 

The Tongue Tie: A Precursor to the Blinkers Study 

I did some research a while back on the fitting of tongue ties and, specifically, whether a 
first time tongue tie was advantageous. The findings - reproduced below - were surprising, 
to me at least. 

  

 

  

The first application of a tongue tie, shown here in the top row, A) 0, has the lowest win 
strike rate of all. It also has the lowest place strike rate, and the highest negative ROI. 

What was really interesting was the linear progression in performance thereafter. The 
second application of tongue tie - B) 1 - was better than the first, but not as good as the 
third; the third was better than the second but not as good as the fourth; and so on. 

These observations were made on what, in racing terms, is a vast sample size of 115,000 
runners, and it is clear that, in general, it takes time for a horse to learn to breathe with its 
tongue tied down. There is also a point - somewhere between the 10th and 25th application 
- beyond which the tongue tie's effectiveness wanes. 

** 
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"Wait, I can't see much! What's that behind me?!" 
So why put blinkers on a horse anyway? I was re-reading Nick Mordin's brilliant Betting For 
A Living for the nth time recently, and stumbled upon his version of the origination of 
racehorse blinkers. It goes thus: 

 

Reproduced from Nick Mordin's Betting For A Living 

  

More recently, US turf writer, Marcus Hersh penned this 'qualitative' article, quoting many 
top American trainers as well as John Gosden, who began his training career in California. 

Both Mordin and Hersh make the point that blinkers replicate the 'fight or flight' (in this 
case, 'flight' being the hoped for response) instinct in a domesticated herd animal. 

Before a horse sports blinkers, it is almost always assumed not to need them and is given a 
chance to run unencumbered by headgear. For many, though, this is a temporary hiatus 
before some sort of garb is reached for, generally in search of hitherto undiscovered 
improvement. 

Variations on the blinker theme exist in the form of eye shields, visors, and cheek pieces, as 
well as actual differences in the 'cup' on a pair of blinkers. The research below focuses solely 
on blinkers in all their forms (British racing does not require trainers to declare, for example, 
half cup blinkers, or full cup blinkers), and uses 'no headgear' as a control. 

'No headgear' means the horse did not wear blinkers, or an eye shield, or a visor, or cheek 
pieces, or indeed anything. By extension, then, the study does not include all runners: those 
sporting equipment other than blinkers, or in combination with blinkers are excluded from 
this research. 

I have included short form comparisons with equivalent data from Irish racing. 

http://www.drf.com/news/blinkers-closer-look-their-impact-racehorses
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UK Blinkers vs No Headgear, 2014 to 2016 

The first dataset I looked at was 'all UK racing' for the three year period 2014 to 2016. 

During that period, the average win strike rate for a blinkered horse was 10.43% compared 
with an average for horses wearing no headgear of 11.76%. It should surprise nobody that 
horses wearing blinkers typically under-performed in strike rate terms compared to horses 
without headgear of any sort. 

But I wanted to dig a little deeper. My experience with the tongue tie dataset had led me to 
wonder whether there were any similar patterns for blinkered horses: did familiarity with 
the equipment improve performance? 

As you can see from the table below, there was an improvement in the win strike rate for 
blinkered horses through their early runs in blinkers. 

  

 

  

Horses having their first run in blinkers - i.e. with zero previous blinkered runs (Prev Blkrd 
Runs) - won just 9.53% of the time, compared to 11.76% for horses not wearing headgear. 

But, on their second run in blinkers (i.e. one previous blinkered run), that improved to 
10.96% winners. Whilst still lagging some way behind the control this represented a 
significant step forward, and can reasonably be put down to the benefit of experience. 

Now here's the interesting thing: horses having their third start with blinkers won at a rate 
of 12.74%, markedly better than runners without headgear. Moreover, their place strike 
rate was higher and their ROI was much closer to zero than other group. The second best 
ROI group was 'first time blinkers'. 

For some reason, the sixth run in blinkers was also very close to the 'no headgear' group. 
That was odd and my first reaction was that it is happenstance. 
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Blinkers vs No Headgear, 2012 to 2013 

That initial look piqued my interest for a deeper dive, so I went back another couple of years 
to see if the fairly strong patterns were replicated on a separate sample. 

Here, the control - i.e. no headgear - group won at a rate of 11.15%. Again the blinkered first 
time subset performed poorly, scoring just 9.56% of the time albeit for a very respectable -
5.6% ROI at starting price. 

Second time blinkers showed an improvement on the initial effort in win and place strike 
rate terms, and third time blinkers was another step forward. Indeed, as with the first 
dataset, third time blinkered outgunned the 'no headgear' group by a statistically significant 
margin: 11.83% vs 11.15% is an improvement of more than 6%. 

Note as well that both fifth and sixth time blinkered also fared better than the control 
sample, especially sixth time... again. Weird. 

  

 

  

There seemed to be quite strong similarities between the two UK datasets, so I extended my 
analysis to Irish racing for the same period. The results were again similar, though this time 
no blinkered sub-group beat the control: 
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The group that came closest to matching the control was - you guessed it - the third time 
blinkered set. Quite why the 'no headgear' set had the edge this time, I'm not sure, though I 
suspect it may be something to do with the might of the Mullins and O'Brien yards which 
dominate Irish racing and rarely use blinkers (just 300 blinkered runs collectively versus 
5122 'no headgear' runs, or 5.5%). 

  

Blinkers vs No Headgear, Handicaps (All Codes), 2012-2016 

Having looked at the five year supersets for all races, I then honed in on handicaps. Below is 
the UK story for number of blinkered runs in handicaps under all codes (i.e. flat, all weather 
and National Hunt). 

Here again, perhaps unsurprisingly given the related contingency nature of the subset, that 
third run in blinkers shows a marked improvement over 'no headgear'. This time it is 12.29% 
vs 11.18%, a 10% advantage; and both place strike rate and ROI are notably better than 
those without facial accoutrements. 

The best performing group in ROI terms was 'first time blinkers', again. 

And again we see that odd sixth time in blinkers group outperforming the rest. Weeeirrd... 
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The Irish comparison was interesting. When looking at all races above, I surmised that a 
possible reason for the 'third time in blinkers' group performing less well than the 'no 
headgear' group was the preeminence of the Mullins and O'Brien stables. If there was any 
truth to my conjecture, we might expect to see the handicapping third time blinkers group 
fare better: after all, most of those super power batallions race in open company (80% in 
the survey period vs 20% handicaps). 

 

Sure enough, we do see the third time blinkered Irish handicappers outperform the 'no 
headgear' handicappers, and by a sizeable margin: the same 10% as the UK handicappers. 

 

  

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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Blinkers vs No Headgear, Handicaps (Flat Turf & All Weather), 2012-2016 

Finally, I wanted to split out flat (turf and all weather) handicaps from National Hunt 
handicaps. You'll be familiar with the view by now... 

  

 

  

The same themes emerge yet again: third time in blinkers significantly outpoint UK flat 
handicappers without headgear - by 9.34% this time (11.94% vs 10.92%). The best ROI 
performance comes from those blinkered first time once more. And those sixth time 
blinkered UK 'cappers almost match the 'no headgear' mob. Quirky... 

  

Bringing in the Irish scene, we see more of the same: 

 

  

Third time blinkers had a nigh on 10% strike rate, compared with 8.74% for those wearing 
no headgear. That 13.84% uplift is the largest of all the disparities in my research, but I can't 
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logically apportion it to anything other than variance. Nevertheless, the core principle is 
alive and kicking: third time lucky for many in blinkers.  

Blinkers vs No Headgear, Handicaps (National Hunt), 2012-2016 

The last subset under scrutiny was National Hunt handicaps. And it was the group for which 
blinkers seemed to be the most consistently advantageous, at least when compared to not 
wearing headgear of any description. 

Here we see that, after that initial blinkered start - perennially an under-performing run in 
strike rate terms, regardless of dataset - those wearing 'the blinds' outran those unfurnished 
for almost all of their next five runs (excepting fifth time blinkered - go figure). 

Top of the pile, on place strike rate at least, is the third run in blinkers brigade. They were 
actually marginally usurped in win strike terms by the sixth run crew. Again, I have no idea 
why that might be. 

From an ROI perspective blinkered first timers went closest to breaking even, as they have 
done throughout my analysis.  

 

  

The Irish National Hunt handicappers perspective has a familiar look to it: 
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Third, and especially sixth, time blinkered horses were in front of those without headgear. 
Again. 

  

Conclusions: Winners? Or Profit? 

This was a fascinating, and to some degree, surprising study. When I set out, I expected to 
see some improvement from run to run as per the tongue tie research I'd previously 
performed. What I didn't really expect was such a strong correlation in the data, regardless 
of race type, time frame or racing jurisdiction. 

That slicing and dicing of the dataset adds a layer of credibility which is quite rare in horse 
racing research. Normally, samples are too small or conclusions too obvious. But here we 
can clearly see something which I've not seen expressed anywhere before: 

Horses wearing blinkers for the third time, on average, win significantly 
more often than horses wearing no headgear. 

Horses wearing blinkers for the third time, on average, win significantly more often than 
horses wearing no headgear. 

Whilst that is worth knowing, and can be the starting point for making a bet, or at least 
marking up the chance of a horse with a borderline value case, it is not profitable in or of 
itself. 

Indeed, it is interesting that, while first time blinkered horses perform comparatively very 
poorly in strike rate terms, their starting price return on investment is closer to zero than 
those without headgear across almost all samples above. That implies they are sent off at 
bigger odds than ought to be the case. 

Remarkably, backing all UK blinkered first time horses from 2012 to 2016 
would have yielded a positive ROI of 10.66% at Betfair SP. 

Remarkably, backing all UK blinkered first time horses from 2012 to 2016 would have 
yielded a positive ROI of 10.66% at Betfair SP. 

That's 675 points on 6338 bets. Granted, the results are skewed by Morning Post's 100/1 
win in 2013, which returned 470 on Betfair! 

Looking only at handicaps - Morning Post ran in a conditions race - still gives an ROI at BSP 
of 9.28%. That's a profit of 440 points from 4743 bets where no winner returned bigger than 
75 on the exchange. 

Irish handicaps also returned a profit at BSP, though it was as a result of three triple-digit 
payoffs. 

At the end of the day, then, it comes down to the age old punters' dilemma: do you want 
winners, or profit? First time blinkers will give you less winners than any other group in the 
sample. But... they are your best chance of turning a profit. 
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Given the size of these datasets and that there are brain dead angles contained within, the 
scope to develop profitable micro-systems is vast. 

  

What Next? 

This research is merely the tip of the iceberg. I haven't looked at trainers who fare especially 
well (try Gary Moore and Tim Easterby first time blinkered in handicaps); or compared with 
last time out headgear (blinkers off to blinkers on, switch from another headgear type); or 
looked at how exposed horses were prior to the fitting of blinkers; or looked at the donning 
of blinkers in conjunction with other equipment; or indeed looked at the general effect of 
other types of headgear. 

In other words, there are many routes to explore from here. Each may be a profit-
sucking cul de sac or an expansive value boulevard. Go forth, and let this be an end to your 
blinkered thinking... or perhaps just the beginning! 

To help your exploration, we've now added numerical suffixes to horses wearing 
equipment, as follows: 
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Geegeez racecards now have a count on the number of times equipment combinations have been deployed on a horse 

In this example, we can see that Piazon is wearing the combination of hood, tongue tie and 
cheekpieces for the first time (h,t,cp1). Meanwhile Artscape and Taajub (on his 77th career 
start!) are wearing cheekpieces and blinkers respectively for the first time, Coastal Cyclone 
has a second run in blinkers, while Mad Endeavour has run at least five times in blinkers. 

We know from the above research that first time blinkers have a low strike rate but a 
profitable bottom line, such is their 'marmite' impact. And we know that 'bl3' may be 
something to look out for from a win strike rate perspective, notwithstanding that value 
judgements will have to be made about the animals deploying such kit. 

To assist with such judgements, clicking the 'TODAY'S HEADGEAR' check box on the Full 
Form tab will shine a light. Here's Mad Endeavour's record with blinkers: 

 

Select TODAY'S HEADGEAR to see a horse's record with the same equipment 

Matt 
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FOOTNOTE: I was reminded that there is an inherent 'sampling bias' in the progressive 
number of blinkered runs. That is, a horse which has a positive experience in blinkers is 
more likely to retain them for a subsequent run/runs; conversely, a horse with a negative 
experience is more likely not to run in them again. 

Whilst that is undoubtedly true, it does nothing to invalidate the findings which are, as 
stated, intended as a) food for thought and b) a starting point for the curious among you to 
undertake further research. Moreover, the only element of 'directly profitable takeaway' 
concerns first time blinkers, for which there is no such sampling bias. 

Horse's racing careers are necessarily bound by sampling biases in that their trainers and 
owners will want to replicate successful outcomes and avoid repeating failed ones. 
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18th September: Four Traits of Effective Punters 
Another from the pen of Tony Keenan, this time looking at what it is that winning punters have about 

them. Something for all of us to glean from this… 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/four-traits-of-effective-punters/  

 

Literary events in the gambling world are infrequent to say the least, writes Tony Keenan. 
Unless twice-yearly horses to follow annuals are your thing there’s little to get excited about 
in books on the subject but the launch of Harry Findlay’s autobiography ‘Gambling for Life’ 
earlier this month was an exception. Few who like a bet will have failed to pick up a copy 
and I’ve been reading with a strange mix of fascination and fear at the tales of Findlay’s life. 

Some of the events described might draw out the swash-buckling punter in us all but in 
truth most of it is far removed from the world of the typical gambler. It’s much more about 
Findlay’s extraordinary character than a how-to manual (thank god for that!) but as is the 
case when I read any such material it sets me reflecting about gambling in general. What are 
the things that make gamblers tick? Are there traits that are common across those who 
succeed in the punting world? Here is my best guess about the four aspects of character 
that might be most important though excuse me if the paragraph titles sound like they 
come from an ill thought-out self-help book. 

  

1. Consistency 

‘Trust the process’ is a phrase beloved in American sport and has been most recently used 
by the Philadelphia 76ers executive as their basketball team was mired in bad results for 
seasons as they accumulated draft picks to rebuild the side. The process became such a 
tagline that one of their stars Joel Embiid took it on as a nickname but it is ultimately an 
approach that worked as the 76ers are now on an upward curve for the first time in years. 

Punters would do well to nurture a similar attitude and concentrate on process rather than 
results. This is easier said than done, especially when on a losing run, but as someone who 
writes a weekly tipping column on a busy website it is one of the only ways to get back on 
an upward curve. If you have a method that works over time, you need to apply it 
consistently regardless of short-term outcomes. Ironically, betting profits tend not to come 
in dribs and drabs but in large globules and their spaced-out nature can be challenging to 
deal with. 

But sticking to consistent methods of form study, staking, time taken studying a race 
meeting and such like is important with ‘rinse and repeat’ the phrase to remember. Real life 
can obviously impinge on this if there are bins to be put out or a crying baby to be soothed 
or simply real work to be done [God forbid! – Ed.] but the punter that can keep things pretty 
level tends to prove more effective than those that cannot. 

  

 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/four-traits-of-effective-punters/
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2. Creativity 

Imagination would hardly be high on the list of things one might think as important for a 
punter but I defer to the great Andy Beyer in his book ‘Beyer on Speed’ about the topic of 
creativity: ‘handicapping is an art, a test of man’s creative intelligence, not merely a puzzle 
to be solved by applying the right formula.’ In recent years I have come to believe that 
betting is at least as much art as science and that feel and intuition are vital tools to getting 
an edge; the unfortunate thing for novice punters is that these things only come with time. 

We live in the big data age where seemingly every aspect of life can be boiled down into a 
number or a chart and betting is no different. High-end punters are using figures to get 
ahead as we have seen in articles about Tony Bloom and his quants crunching data at 
Starlizard. One cannot but admire their rigour and many good bets will come from such a 
grind but against that a more subjective approach will always provide an edge for the very 
fact that it is personal to each punter. 

Maybe you have seen something in a replay that has been missed by everyone else, a hood 
that was removed half a beat too late or a subtle bit of shuffling back that has not been 
commented on anywhere. Perhaps you’ve read an insightful trainer comment on a low-key 
website that has provided a new angle into a horse. Sometimes a horse or a bet has all the 
figures and the model may say it will win but there is something more intangible that plays 
against it winning; when you have the imagination to spot this, you are on to something. 

  

 

3. Openness to Change 

It is a truth universally acknowledged in betting that edges dissipate and eventually 
disappear whether it is through growing bookmaker awareness or sheer weight of market 
support. Punters need to be on the look out for the next edge and likely guard it closely to 
prolong its longevity. I cannot understand why some are dismissive about newer approaches 
to racing like sectional times when as a gambler this is exactly the type of angle you want to 
be developing; perhaps it will all turn out to be a nonsense (though I doubt it) and clearly no 
method of tackling a race is going to work in every case but doesn’t it at least make sense to 
explore the possibilities? 

This brings us on to the question of what might be the next big edge in racing analysis and in 
truth it is likely being practiced quietly by a few sharp operators at this very time. I wonder if 
it might be something to do ground loss and gains around turns and the impact that it has 
on races. The use of Trakus for racing in Dubai has revealed the importance of how far a 
horse travelled in a race and the effect it had in the finish but we in Ireland and Britain find 
this type of thing harder to grasp as it is so difficult to quantify. 

Another thing at play might be that the lost ground angle works against our natural thinking 
biases. I suspect the eye is drawn to the horse tanking along the rail that is struggling to get 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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a run rather than the one that has been trapped out wide conceding ground all the way; at 
the very least we have been conditioned to view the former in a more positive light than the 
latter by the racing media. But that horse has not only drawn all the attention and thus will 
be a shorter price than it might merit next time but it has also had the benefit of going the 
shortest way and having the all-important cover that can be key to getting a horse to settle. 

  

4. Ruthlessness 

I’ll begin this final section with a disclaimer; I am probably nowhere near ruthless enough 
myself as a gambler though that is probably a good thing in life in general! But a ruthless 
streak can be important for gambling success as we have seen in a number of high-profile 
cases where punters have exploited bookmaker weakness through spotting loopholes in 
their risk management systems and hammering them for all they were worth. 

This necessitates burning bridges with bookmakers – you might catch them out once but not 
a second time – but the truly ruthless punter doesn’t care about this; he has other ways of 
getting on. The whole getting on process is another area where we can see this ruthlessness 
at play. The ruthless punter may use the accounts of others for a period of time – these 
things always have a shelf-life – but these people are kicked to the curb when their 
usefulness is exhausted. Some would argue this is simply the gambling food chain, and there 
is probably merit in that view, but while cutting ties with bookmakers is one thing, doing the 
same to friends whose accounts you might have burned is quite another, especially if they 
are fond of a bet themselves. 

Your stance on this issue might say something about your whole attitude to gambling and 
indeed your broader personality. Some see gambling as being all about going for the one big 
touch, ‘the face-spitter’ as Steve Palmer might call it, but the problem with reaching for that 
single epic punting moment is that it cannot be achieved without first putting in the grind to 
build up your skills. I’ve always been more about the grind, not least because I enjoy it; let’s 
face it, studying a good race meeting is more stimulating than sitting down to a night in 
front of ‘The X-Factor’! 

Perhaps this brand of ruthlessness is born of the fact that gambling at its heart is a selfish 
endeavour; it is your money that you are wagering and ultimately the responsibility stops 
with you. My own experience tells me otherwise however. I find gambling is much more 
satisfying when done in concert with a few close betting partners where you can share 
successes; perhaps you don’t maximise profits completely but there are more important 
things in life. I might be alone in this but I would rather win less and enjoy the experience 
more. 

- TK 
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19th September: Anthony Honeyball Stable Tour 2017/18 
This stable tour has thrown up winners galore, and there is every chance it’s not done with yet. 

Featuring audio, video and a helpful contents list beneath, there is plenty of lowdown on one of the 

season’s top performing yards herein. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/anthony-honeyball-stable-tour-201718-nh-season/  

 

The nights are drawing in, the St Leger is behind us, and thoughts are turning to the winter 
code of racing. With that in mind, I recently spoke to the consistently excellent Anthony 
Honeyball about his team for the upcoming season. 

The audio is supplemented with form histories for the horses being discussed, and there is a 
chronology beneath - including snippets from Anthony's recent stable day - in case you are 
interested in specific horses. 

 

  

VIDEO CHRONOLOGY 

00:50 - Acey Milan 

02:33 - Act Now 

05:16 - Black Prince 

08:00 - City Supreme 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/anthony-honeyball-stable-tour-201718-nh-season/
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10:15 - Coeur Tantre 

13:51 - Cresswell Breeze 

15:45 - Don Lami 

18:00 - Drops Of Jupitor 

20:09 - Duhallow Gesture 

25:38 - East Wing  

28:15 - Fact Of Life 

29:43 - Fountains Windfall 

32:33 - G For Ginger 

34:21 - Gift From God 

35:50 - Hideaway Vic 

37:50 - Le Coeur Net 

39:22 - Lechlade Magician 

42:12 - Midnight Tune 

43:49 - Mozo 

45:31 - Ms Parfois 

47:12 - My Dance  

51:00 - Nocturnal Myth 

51:54 - Our Sox 

53:23 - Pure Vision 

56:03 - Regal Encore 

58:59 - Represented 

59:42 - Sam Brown 

1:01:58 - Shapiro 

1:03:10 - Sojourn 

1:04:08 - Solstice Son 

1:05:50 - Solstice Twilight 

1:07:25 - Soulsaver 
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1:08:26 - Tacenda 

1:11:25 - Urca De Lima 

21st September: The Value of Scarcity in Race Reading 
In this article, I look at the ‘rare’ elements in everyday races that can help throw up value bets. It’s 

the kind of information that we should all be looking to integrate into our punting, and it is not 

difficult to do… 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/the-value-of-scarcity-in-race-reading/  

 

Scarcity. An insufficiency or shortness of supply. 

It's what makes stuff valuable: gold, bitcoin (depending on who you listen to), etc. 

But it can also be manufactured to trick people into making bad investment decisions: fool's 
gold, bitcoin (depending on who you listen to), etc. 

Returning to matters closer to home, how does it manifest in racing, and how can we use it 
to our advantage? 

Scarcity in racing form terms equates to a trait or performance metric consistent in 
contenders but less prevalent in the race runner population as a whole. Put another way, 
the stuff which separates the winners from the also rans. 

  

When trends are your friends 

The most obvious use of this sort of scarcity metric is in big race trends. Most 'big races', be 
they major big field handicaps or top class Group races, have a scarcity about them as a 
matter of course: after all, there are only so many heritage handicaps, and the Pattern is 
only so big (though expanding inexplicably from year to year). 

To compete in such a race a horse must either be within x pounds of the top-rated runner in 
the field (Class 2 handicaps), or possess either proven or implied class (Group races). Such 
animals are scarce and generally self-select - if a horse is good enough for a certain race, it 
will generally run in said race - but that doesn't help us punters. 

We need a way to whittle the field once it is known, i.e. after the self-selection process. 
Trends are a popular means of doing this and, despite being bashed somewhat by 
employers of other methods, they can be a fine means of shortlisting. 

The problem comes when data is misused. For example, knowing that nine of the last ten 
winners were chestnut in colour doesn't help if a) 95% of runners were that colour, and b) 
there is no logic to such an inference anyway. 

However, knowing that nine of the last ten winners had been rested between 30 and 75 
days, where only 65% of the runners matched that criterion is likely material. Better yet if 
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such horses made the frame 78% of the time, or beat 60% of rivals - in other words, if they 
outperform bigger samples than just 'winners'. 

We might deduce that horses entering such a race fresh are more likely to give their running 
than those who raced more recently or were rested too long. 

With a trend like that, there is a logical scarcity. Some people like to use bigger populations 
of horses from which to infer meaning, for example using handicap chases over three and 
quarter miles or more as a starting point for Grand National trends analysis. I can see the 
general utility in this, but don't agree that it's a good approach for a handicap as unique in 
terms of distance, field size, number of obstacles and class as the National. 

Another danger with trends - aside from 'unearthing' flawed patterns - is in throwing the 
winning baby out with the also ran bathwater. Again, this is a by-product of lazy rigidity. It 
can still happen of course, just as the ratings junkie can overlook the big-priced fourth top 
figure in favour of something with a sexier profile and a commensurately shorter price, or 
the form book guru can misinterpret the strength of a key formline. 

As punters we have decisions to make. The vast majority of winning punters, and most 
losing ones as well, make many more poor - or at least ultimately incorrect - decisions than 
they back winners. Such is the nature of the game. But we're not in it for winners, are we? 
We're in it for profit. And the craic, natch. 

Getting back to lazy rigidity and trends, if we unearth four or five solid looking angles which 
each filter out 15% or 25% of runners on a given characteristic, we can expect to be left with 
a short shortlist. Often zero, in fact. But the game is not to chisel away at our stone block 
until we have no sculpture, only chippings; rather, it is to produce the outline of a smart bet 
before digging into a bit of form or overlaying ratings or using some other method to cross-
refer, sanity check and refine our early work. 

There's no sense so uncommon as common sense, and it is that which we must apply to 
both the trends discovery phase and the shortlisting phase. Sometimes you'll be left with a 
long 'shortlist'. So what? That means you either need to take a punt at a price after further 

investigation, or pass the race. That, passing the race, is allowed, by the way  

  

Sensible everyday trends 

There are plenty of schools of thought about what constitutes a solid basis for a 'trend'. I've 
intimated mine in reference to the National above and, for me, it's the bridge to bread and 
butter racing too. 

The first thing I look for is what might be the most extreme element of a race. With the 
Nash, it's any or all of the distance, field size, number of fences and class/weight carried. I 
have to concede to filing that race under 'national spectacle' rather than 'punting vehicle' 
these days, however, and perhaps that is how it should be (except for the mug 
misconceptions visited on everyday horseracing as a consequence of that solitary exposure 
to the sport in most people's living rooms). 
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In more mundane - ostensibly at least: I'd rather back the winner of a Wednesday afternoon 
handicap than a faller at the first in the National! - events, there remain plenty of 
opportunities to spot material scarcity. 

  

The winner of a Wednesday afternoon handicap... 

Take this race from Beverley yesterday, for example, which conveniently enough popped up 
just as I was having a break and wanting a tiny interest dabble to recharge the flagging 
fingertips before round seven of my day's keyboard pugilism. 

I checked the computer clock. It was 3.59pm. I had literally one minute to review the race, 
make a decision, and wager accordingly. Obviously stakes were kept to a minimum, but in 
that minute I could see it was a Class 5 five furlong soft ground handicap at Beverley. That 
immediately set me thinking about low draws and soft ground form. 

Those, for me, are the two most important factors under such conditions. On quicker 
ground I'd replace going form with a speed rating over the minimum trip, but I'd still want a 
low draw. 

Two horses, One Boy and Flash City, had plenty of soft ground placed form - at least 60% 
each on at least six soft ground runs - and they were drawn two and three of twelve. The 
clock had still not clicked over to 4.00pm by the time I'd staked a massive four quid on each. 
A moment later they were off. I was entertained through my tea break by the sight of the 
pair of them fighting out the finish. 

They returned 16/1 and 16/1. My eight pound coins manifested into four twenty pounds 
notes, as near as damn it after the exchange had taxed it, which was all right for about 3o 
seconds analysis. I might have bet more if I'd taken longer to cogitate, but probably not: the 
wager was merely to revive the sagging synapses.  

I knew it was five furlongs on softish ground at Beverley…WAS FIVE FURLONGS ON SOFTISH 

GROUND AT BEVERLEY...
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I knew these two acted on soft… 

I KNEW THESE TWO ACTED ON SOFT... 

 

 

…and I knew low was the best place to be… 

...AND I KNEW LOW WAS THE BEST PLACE TO BE 

 

  

What's the point? 

What's the point here? The point is this: look for those elements in a race 
which are both material and scarce. 

In this case, there was a fixed scarcity, low draws, and a variable scarcity, soft ground lovers. 
There will always be low drawn horses in double-digit Beverley sprints and, all other things 
being equal, they will generally have an advantage up the hill and around that deceptively 
angular dogleg. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/bev2-1030x623.png
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However, on another occasion, the ground may not be testing, or there may be an 
abundance of low drawn soft ground lovers, or the soft ground lovers may be drawn away 
from the low draws. None of those situations would have been as attractive as this setup. I'd 
have still wasted eight quid on the race, but I'd have been venturing far deeper into 
guesswork territory. 

This is the way my brain looks at a race now. It is second nature, which is how I can 
assimilate the required intel in, literally, a few seconds. I also have tools which pinpoint 
what I'm looking for. So do you! 

  

Example Scarcity Scenarios 

Of course, it takes time to build up a picture of the requirements of a given scenario. So, in 
case you need a leg up, here are a few things I'm always on the lookout for. In each case, it 
is important to think about what is the least common, yet relevant, factor in the race. 

 

Class 4 handicap hurdle on heavy ground: There are lots of handicap hurdles, and lots of 
Class 4 handicap hurdles. But there are not so many heavy ground races. The further away 
from middling going a track is, the more interested in proven ability to handle such terrain I 
am. Heavy and firm are polar opposite turf states and they tend to appeal to specialists. 
Better still, very often such horses will look moderate under most other conditions. Their 
unsexy form figures will add currency to their trading price, in the early go at least. 

Instant Expert gives me pretty much all I need to know for a route in to such races. 

Class 2 3m4f chase: Stamina and class are needed, but mostly stamina. I'd rather be with a 
Class 3 animal I know stays three and a half miles than a Class 2 beast stepping up from 
three miles flat, especially if the track is testing. The first thing I'm interested in is which 
horses have won beyond 3m2f and, ideally, between 3m4f and 3m6f. 

Again, Instant Expert is my friend. 

Class 2 3m4f chase, five runners: In small fields over longer distances, I'm on the lookout for 
a horse which might get a soft lead. A habitual front runner against hold up horses may steal 
four or five lengths with a quarter mile to go. If the leader is not outclassed, it will take a 
rare smart stayer to make up that sort of ground late in that sort of race. Almost all staying 
chasers are grinders; granting an easy lead to a horse in a staying chase and expecting to 
pass it late on would not be a good proposal for your mortgage advisor. 

A two second glance at the pace map will reveal how things are projected to play out; check 
Instant Expert and the ratings to ensure the horse has the class and the contextual ability to 
contend. 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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Seven furlong heritage handicap, 22 runners: Big field, specialist trip. In big fields, I want to 
know if there's a track bias or a pace bias, or both (and are they aligned). I then want a 
horse drawn on what I believe to be the correct part of the track, that is proven in big fields; 
and I want them to have seven furlong form. If the going is soft or slower, or good to firm, I 
want evidence of effectiveness on that, too. 

Draw tab first here, sorted by place for the bigger sample size that offers; then pace tab 
sorted by draw position to map out where the field looks likely to race; then Instant Expert 
(place view) Field Size column to see which horses have run into the frame consistently in 
big fields - and fit on other form-based credentials. 

And so on. 

  

Don't force it, and be careful... 

It's important to remember that there isn't always an exploitable 'scarcity' element to a 
race. Indeed, there generally won't be such an angle. But on any given day they'll be lurking 
like truffles in the mud waiting to be snouted out by keen punters. 

If you can't find anything material and scarce about the runners in the context of the race, 
then pass and move on. Or use a different approach to the puzzle. 

Also note that this approach works best - perhaps exclusively - when all runners have 
exposed levels of form. That is, when all runners have had at least a couple of attempts at 
most of today's race factors. 

Caution is advised when looking at horses doing things for the first or second time, 
especially if their human taskmasters have 'previous' in a given context. Horses can, and 
very often do, step forward markedly on their first or second run in a handicap; it is rather 
less common to see a horse improve ten pounds on its twelfth or fifteenth start in weight-
for-ability races. 

  

Summary 

This post has attempted to offer a morsel of food for thought regarding an approach to the 
search for value in a horse race. We're looking for horses whose overall recent profile may 
not be terribly compelling but which are noteworthy against a material race factor where 
many/most rivals are not. 

Demand a price about a horse in this context. If the market has already factored in 
significant improvement, move on. 

Work out what your key differentiators - material elements - are; they're probably different 
from mine. 
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Have fun with it. This is just another of the myriad routes into picking a horse in a race. It 
can be done in very short order, which is part of the attraction for a busy person like me 
and, most likely, you. As well as the nags flagged at Beverley above, I used the same 
approach to snaffle those recent big-race Saturday winners (25/1 Mattmu, 14/1 Nakeeta) as 
well as last week's 8/1 runner up, Vibrant Chords. And each time I invested no more than 
five minutes into the process. 

Now, sure, I fired two darts at those targets; and sure, over another three week period they 
all run rank. That's not the point at all. The point is the process - as Tony Keenan mentioned 
earlier this week in this excellent post, "Trust the process". 

Don't expect instant success; don't use just one approach: different types of puzzle demand 
different tools from the box. Do enjoy mucking about with it. Don't bet the farm. Do look for 
some meat on the odds bone. 

Hone your handicapping skills, and enjoy the trip. After all, if it's not fun we may as well get 
a job, right? 

Matt 

Scarcity Appendix 

For whatever it's worth, some of my 'material factors' - the ones which spring to mind while 
penning this - are listed below. Don't take them on trust; do your own digging, but hopefully 
there is enough herein to help you turn the first few shovels of soil. 

Course Form: Ascot, Bath, Cartmel, Cheltenham, Epsom, Fakenham, Hexham, Kelso, 
Stratford, Towcester, Worcester 
Going: Heavy, Firm 
Distance: 5.5f, 7f, 1m1f, 2m2f, 3m4f+ 
Field size: 6 or fewer, 16+ 
Class: 1, 2, 3 
Draw: Numerous, check Draw tool 
Front runners: Catterick, Chester, Chelmsford, Newmarket, Pontefract, Yarmouth 
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2nd October: The Ethics of Pacemaking 
Tony Keenan considers the hot topic of pacemaking and the ethics surrounding it… 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/the-ethics-of-pacemaking/  

 

Is racing a team sport? That’s the question that lies at the heart of any discussion on the 
rights and wrongs of pacemaking, writes Tony Keenan. The instinctive answer is no. Take a 
hypothetical horse race: ten runners each with a different trainer, owner and jockey, each 
wanting to win at the expense of the others. Tactics play their part in this imaginary race but 
team tactics shouldn’t as there are no teams as such, only individual concerns. 

Obviously this simplistic argument is complicated by the presence of multiple horses trained 
and/or owned by the same person or group of people. In some of these cases, particularly in 
Group 1 races, we see jockeys using their horses as part of the team and expend their 
mounts to facilitate a stablemate, often one with a bigger profile or shorter price. Some 
would argue this is simply the nature of team sport; in any team, different players play 
different roles and not everyone can score the winning goal with some needing to 
contribute to the build-up in the hope there will be enough reflected glory to go around. 

This would be fine in racing apart from one obvious problem: it is essentially forbidden by 
the rules. Consider the Turf Club’s Rule 212 (a) 

every horse which runs in a race shall be run on its merits and its 
subsection (i) the rider of every horse shall take all reasonable and 
permissible measures throughout the race to ensure that his horse is given 
a full opportunity to win or of obtaining the best possible place. 

Horses that are ridden to cater for another runner in the field are bending if not breaking 
these rules which is not the same as to say that they cannot win. Indeed, horses that are 
ridden with something other their own winning chance in mind will often come home in 
front but that doesn’t mean that the intent (or lack thereof) wasn’t there. Proving that 
intent is tricky if not impossible but all this does highlight a strange blind-spot for the sport; 
we talk about how a certain ownership cohort may attempt to scheme out a race 
beforehand and perhaps even praise them afterwards for a well-executed plan. I’ve done it 
myself but it is difficult to get away from the view that such an approach contravenes the 
rules. 

Advocates of pacemaking will point to its chief benefit: a pacemaker ensures a fair and even 
pace where the best horse will win more often than not. This is a hollow sentiment and 
there are many examples of this not being the case. Take Churchill’s 2,000 Guineas in May, 
where his stablemate Lancaster Bomber set a steady gallop that would suit a horse who 
showed plenty of speed at two and work against the likes of Barney Roy and Al Wukair who 
wanted a stamina test at the trip. Regardless of your views on the relative merits of those 
three horses and their subsequent achievements, the Timeform sectional database suggests 
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that the second and third were better on the day due to how fast they finished. Perhaps 
Churchill would have pulled out more – his style of running suggests as much – but I prefer 
to put my faith in the physics rather than the perception of idling. 

At the other end of the pace spectrum is the overly-strong gallop and the Commonwealth 
Cup at Royal Ascot is a reasonable if not perfect example. Harry Angel was forced to go a 
little faster than ideal in front with Intelligence Cross pressuring him (the sectionals suggest 
Intelligence Cross raced very inefficiently) which set things up for the closing Caravaggio 
who wanted a well-run race. That Intelligence Cross was spoiling Harry Angel and getting 
him racing a little keenly is another issue and the whole idea of manufacturing trouble and 
pacemakers dropping back to create lanes for stablemates coming through the pack is 
another grey area worth exploring. 

 

A huge feature of jockey skill is in predicting how a race will be run; riders must be aware of 
how to ride the race as well as their horse and not be hidebound to the same tactics each 
day. The likes of Frankie Dettori have been roundly praised for setting his own pace in races 
where nothing else wants to go on but some of this skill is taken out of the equation when a 
percentage of the jockeys have a good idea about how the race will be run. This confers a 
massive advantage such as in the 2016 Epsom Derby when Ryan Moore on US Army Ranger 
was aware that Port Douglas was going to set fierce fractions and he could sit out the back 
and come late. This helped produce a clear career-best effort for his mount where Pat 
Smullen on the winner, Harzand, could only guess at what the pace might be. 

Knowing the plan, and the plan working out, are of course two different things and often 
the internal chaos of a race will kick in and blow any predetermined approach apart; 
perhaps the intended frontrunner fluffs the start or maybe a really free-going sort tanks 
itself to the lead. We shouldn’t judge the issue on exceptional cases however and it is hard 
to argue that over time, broadly knowing how a race will be run is a huge edge for some 
riders and connections. 

I realise all of this sounds horribly anti-Coolmore and Ballydoyle but that is not the 
intention; they are merely playing within the rules as currently applied and it is hard to fault 
them for that. Clearly the prime exponents of constructing a suitable pace (this might be a 
better way of describing it than ‘pacemaking’), they are not to be blamed as much as the 
authorities. As I wrote a few weeks back, the influence that Coolmore exert in Irish group 
races is growing all the time with their percentage of runners on the rise in recent seasons 
so we can expect to see even more of this in the near-future. There was even a 
Leopardstown maiden back in July where the pace was seemingly set to advantage their 
Coat Of Arms though he was ultimately unable to deliver! 

As for solutions to this, I don’t really have any though less lionising of such team tactics 
might be a good place to start. No more than proving a non-trier, proving an attempt to 
choreograph a race is difficult for all that it may be obvious to onlookers. That is assuming a 
will to even go down that legislative route which seems unlikely in an Irish context; the 
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Coolmore lobby in Ireland is powerful, prepotent even, and they are the ones that benefit 
most from the status quo. And even if trainers were asked to answer a case, they could 
argue – rightly – that their horse is simply a natural front-runner where the jockey got the 
fractions wrong or that a change in tactics was in order to spark an out of form animal. 
Unsatisfactory, that is for sure. 

- TK 
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1st November: Five Bold Predictions for the NH Season 
More from TK, this time making some bold – nay, outlandish – predictions for this NH season. See 

how they’re progressing here… 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/tony-keenan-five-bold-predictions-for-the-national-hunt-season/  

November means the start of the jumps proper so let’s kick start the winter season with 
some crazy calls for what might happen between now and the end of April, writes Tony 
Keenan. Realistically, none of these will come to pass – that’s why the article is called bold 
predictions – but every season there are surprises so let’s make a best guess about what 
some of them might be in 2017/18.  

1. Willie Mullins will train at least 220 Irish national hunt winners 

No trainer has broken the 200-winner mark in an Irish national hunt season, with 193 the 
closest anyone has got: Gordon Elliott reached that figure last season and Willie Mullins did 
the same back in 2012/13. The last four seasons have seen Mullins consistently operating 
around the 180 winner bracket but nothing lights the fire under a competitor like tough 
competition and while he may appear blasé about records and numbers, his actions over 
the summer suggest otherwise. 

Plenty went wrong for Mullins last season, notably the loss of 60 Gigginstown horses and 
injuries to some of his better animals, with the former far more important in terms of 
impact on his raw numbers in 2016/17. With all that in mind, his total of 180 winners was 
impressive and I expect him to comfortably outstrip it now and hit the 200 figure with tallies 
in advance of it in play. 

By all accounts Mullins restocked his yard quickly after the Gigginstown departures but 
those new horses were all younger types; now they are a year older and in a better position 
to win valuable races. But more important than that is the notably fast, possibly record-
breaking, pace with which he has started this campaign. Below are his total winner numbers 
for each of the past five seasons and his figures through the end of October in those 
seasons:  

Season Total through end of October Total Winners 

2017/18 86 ??? 

2016/17 55 180 

2015/16 60 185 

2014/15 55 187 

2013/14 61 186 
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2012/13 66 193 

It seems that Mullins has looked at Elliott’s fast start last season, when his only realistic rival 
trained 82 Irish winners through the end of October, and decided he couldn’t let that 
happen again given it took him until Punchestown to overhaul him. That has meant a more 
concentrated assault on the summer jumps season to build numbers from the outset. 

Smaller trainers who often had the months from May to September to themselves were 
hardly thrilled with that development and the era of ‘super-trainers’, where Mullins and 
Elliott combine to train over 400 winners in a season, may not be far away. With there being 
typically 1,400 jumps races in Ireland in each season, the big two would be pushing towards 
29% of the total races won which would further crush the already diminished middle class of 
trainers. That, however, is a story for another day. 

  

2. Altior will get beaten over two miles 

Altior is on an unbeaten run of eleven at this point, stretching back to his hurdling debut in 
October 2015, and there is every chance he extends that through this season. If he is to be 
beaten however it could come over the minimum distance, the trip he has more or less 
exclusively raced over to date, as I suspect he could be better over further or at the very 
least is in need of a strong pace at two miles. 

Time-figures and sectional times, borrowed liberally from Simon Rowlands in the Irish Field 
and Timeform’s sectional database, are the basis of this argument. Consider the numbers 
from Altior’s six chase wins to date: 

  

Race Time-figure Finishing Speed % 

Novice Chase, Kempton 164 100.0% 

Henry VIII 139 105.1% 

Wayward Lad 153 100.8% 

Game Spirit 170 105.4% 

Arkle 154 107.4% 

Celebration Chase 158 102.4% 
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A brief and potted explanation of time-figures and finishing speed to begin: time-figures are 
straightforward with the number being expressed in pounds, not dissimilar to a form rating, 
while finishing speed percentage is a sectional number that looks at whether a race was 
optimally run or not. For simplicity, let’s take 100% as the base line with figures below that 
being races where the pace was overly strong and above it meaning the horses finished 
quickly and with a bit of running to give. 

Altior copped some flak for being underwhelming in the Arkle, his winning margin the joint-
lowest of all his chase wins and it may have been even lower had Charbel not fallen two out, 
but the nature of the race – it was one of the slowest paces of his chases – precluded him 
running to his best. This is seen from his time-figure of 154 which was over a stone below 
what he had run to in his previous start. 

Another race with a relatively high finishing speed %, the Henry VIII at Sandown, also 
produced an ordinary time-figure, and again he won by a relatively small margin though his 
finishing sectionals were notably quick. Incidentally, in both those races some in-running 
punters took the view that he was in trouble, trading at 2.0 from a Betfair Starting Price of 
1.36 at Sandown, and 1.74 from 1.26 at Cheltenham. 

Calling any of Altior’s performances his ‘worst’ is of course relative as he might be the best 
national hunt horse around at the moment; but his vulnerability could well come over two 
miles, allowing that such races tend not to be run at slow gallops, horses needing to be 
racing at a certain clip to clear the fences in the first place. That said, plenty of Champion 
Chasers have proved at least as effective over further and I wonder if he might be another. 

  

 

3. None of last season’s Cheltenham championship race winners will 
repeat 

Back-to-back winners of the championship races at the Festival are rarer than you might 
expect; Hardy Eustace was the last one in the Champion Hurdle in 2002/3 with the others 
being Master Minded (Champion Chase 2008/9), Alberta’s Run (Ryanair 2010/11), Big Buck’s 
(Stayers Hurdle 2009/10/11/12) and Best Mate (Gold Cup 2002/3/4). If nothing else that 
illustrates the difficulty of retaining a title – getting to the meeting itself can be struggle 
enough – though the ante-post markets might suggest otherwise with four of last season’s 
winners either favourite or as close to it as not to matter. 

That said, none are short prices, Buveur D’Air the most likely according to the bookmakers 
at best odds 4/1 for the Champion Hurdle; as a group, their combined best odds suggest 
they should produce 0.63 winners at this stage. As well as having history against them, none 
of the group was particularly good on the clock last March and if you are getting the sense 
that time-figures are my latest new thing for form study then you would be correct! Historic 
standards suggests that relative to expectations it was the handicaps that produced the best 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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numbers which isn’t the greatest surprise given how competitive those races can be and 
that’s just getting into them in the first place. 

To address each of the champions individually and look at why they might be opposable is 
worth doing. Buveur D’Air seems to have won a substandard Champion Hurdle – neither he 
nor the favourite Yanworth were considered for the race early in the season which might 
say something – though it is possible he is simply in the shadow of Faugheen who was a true 
Champion Hurdler the previous season. Not even Special Tiara’s biggest fan would argue 
that his Champion Chase win came in anything other than a perfect storm of circumstances, 
chief of which was Douvan being injured. 

Nichols Canyon looked gone at the game in the middle part on the season, Ruby Walsh even 
commenting at one point that he didn’t fancy it going to the start at Leopardstown, so his 
reign may be short-lived while Un De Sceaux might be the most likely to repeat given he 
runs in the shallowest race though the possibility that Willie Mullins reroutes him is ever-
present. In Sizing John we have the horse out of the winners that has the most upside after 
only three starts at three miles and further but it isn’t hard to construct a case that 
Thistlecrack and Cue Card ran to a higher level last season and he also has to deal with a 
crop of very promising novices. 

As to what might win the championship races at this stage, heaven knows, but my best 
guess – and not one that I have backed up with cash – is Limini (Champion Hurdle), Altior 
(Champion Chase), Yorkhill (Ryanair), Apple’s Jade (Stayers Hurdle) and Might Bite (Gold 
Cup). 

  

4. Fairyhouse and Punchestown form will work out much better than 
Aintree form 

Each season, Cheltenham form tends to prove much stronger on the whole than that from 
the other big spring festivals at Liverpool, Fairyhouse and Punchestown. Aintree is often 
thought next best – it was certainly a strong affair in 2016 when Mullins was bidding for the 
UK championship – with Punchestown not far behind and Fairyhouse lagging well back. That 
may not be the case this time however when we consider the number of runners Mullins 
and Elliott had across the four fixtures.  

Mullins/Elliott combined 2015/16 winners and runners 2016/17 winners and runners 

Cheltenham 10/80 12/74 

Aintree 6/47 0/8 

Fairyhouse 4/50 8/61 

Punchestown 16/87 14/120 
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With the Irish championship on the line, both trainers basically conceded Aintree for 2017 
running just eight horses over the three days. Significantly, six of those were over the 
National fences – Cause Of Causes, Pleasant Company, Roi Des Francs and Ucello Conti in 
the feature, Clarcam and Alelchi Inois in the Topham – as the unique contests were the only 
races that could draw them in. Elliott did run Empire Of Dirt in the Bowl but he was very 
much the exception. 

Instead, the big two concentrated on races at home, running 120 horses combined at 
Punchestown where they had only 87 such runners the previous year. With all the hype 
around that meeting and the championship, the form lines will probably prove well found 
this winter but that may not be the case with Fairyhouse, a meeting that is often forgotten 
due to its movable position in the calendar. This year might prove different however, not 
least with reference to the ultra-valuable Irish National won by Our Duke. 

  

5. Joseph O’Brien will finish third in the Irish Trainers’ Championship 

If there is another ‘super-trainer’ lurking down the trainers’ table, then it could well be 
Joseph O’Brien. He is interesting on sheer stable numbers alone, his yard currently housing 
around 200 horses, split roughly evenly between flat and jumps. For reference, Henry de 
Bromhead ran 115 individual horses in 2016/17 with Noel Meade having 90 and Jessica 
Harrington 86. 

In truth, O’Brien’s first full season as a national hunt trainer was underwhelming especially 
with the hype that attended it but in hindsight he may have been on a hiding to nothing. 
Much was made of the ex-Ballydoyle horses that joined him but many of them were just off 
a long season on the flat while also being confined to one division, juvenile hurdles. He 
didn’t really have many older horses, the types needed to compete in the most valuable 
races, running just five horses aged eight or older, all of whom started their careers 
elsewhere. 

To suggest that O’Brien may finish third overall may not be a bold shout at all considering he 
is already in that spot with 48 winners (well ahead of the 38 he had in all of last season) and 
has won the most valuable hurdle race in Europe at Galway. Like his father, he has shown a 
willingness to run his horses plenty – always a help when looking to accumulate winners and 
prizemoney – and they tend to get placed well, invariably at the right level. 

Finally, there is the JP McManus factor. McManus ran 400 individual horses in Ireland and 
the UK last season, 258 and 142 respectively, so clearly has the firepower to get behind 
O’Brien if he wishes. O’Brien had 26 winners from 139 runners for him in 2016/17 with Enda 
Bolger next best of his Irish trainers with 11 winners from 96 runners and it is certainly 
conceivable that more horses get directed to O’Brien. If that happens, and even if it doesn’t, 
I suspect O’Brien may prove the next ‘super-trainer’ or at least a clear third in the 
championship. 

- TK 
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20th November: Jump Jockeys: How Are The Mighty Fallen 
This controversial article caused a bit of a stir when it was published. But all statements were 

supported by robust evidence, making the findings important considerations for those betting on 

jump racing. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/jump-jockeys-how-are-the-mighty-fallen/  

 

How are the mighty fallen in the midst of the battle! 

- Samuel, 1:25 

Perhaps more so than the terrific performances at Cheltenham this past weekend, or the 
death of National Hunt benefactor Alan Potts, jump racing's headlines have been hogged in 
recent days not by horses or owners, nor even trainers; but, rather, by the riders. 

First Paddy Brennan was sensationally 'jocked off' Cue Card, sweetheart of so many fans of 
the winter game, after a tumble too many; then Sam Twiston-Davies broke his elbow in a 
fall at Sandown before, this past Saturday, Ruby Walsh broke his leg in what was, 
remarkably, his third fall of the afternoon. 

It is of course the very essence of the National Hunt jockeys' existence to face down danger 
between ten and twenty - and as many as 32 - times per race. In that context, falls are a 
natural by-product of race outcomes. But what is a reasonable rate for a rider to become 
separated from his or her equine partner? 

Let the data speak. 

  

  

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/jump-jockeys-how-are-the-mighty-fallen/
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Fall/Unseat Rates: The Five Year Macro Data 

Below are the faller rates for the last five years in UK/Irish chases by a number of the top 
jockeys, one notably since retired. To be clear, this is for steeplechase falls and unseats 
(FU's) only, and the table is sorted by number of rides. 

  

Jockey Rides FU's FU % 

R Johnson 1552 88 5.67% 

S Twiston-Davies 1484 93 6.27% 

N Fehily 1003 59 5.88% 

P Brennan 999 56 5.61% 

D Russell 800 57 7.13% 

B Geraghty 740 40 5.41% 

AP McCoy 724 41 5.66% 

R Walsh 651 53 8.14% 

J Kennedy 258 24 9.30% 

  

To add more global context to this subset of superstars, the average fall/unseat rate in the 
last 10,000 starters in UK and Irish chases has been 6.59%. Solely in Irish chases, the last 
10,000 starters there fell or unseated at a rate of 7.84%, presumably because of the heavier 
turf on which they predominantly race (a subject for another, wetter, day). It may then be 
fair to say that anything lower than that is outperforming the average, and anything higher 
than that is under-performing against the average. 

But not all chase rides are 'average'. The likes of Ruby Walsh and Jack Kennedy are more 
frequently engaged in the kind of skirmishes for victory which may demand firing a horse at 
the last, or an earlier fence, in a more aggressive fashion than, say, a rider popping round for 
fourth place. 

If that is to mitigate, the disparities in the table cannot be so simply swept from view. 
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We can see i the table that, on a large number of rides, many of them with winning chances, 
Richard Johnson, Sam Twiston-Davies and Noel Fehily have all kept their fall/unseat rate 
below 6.5%. So too have Paddy Brennan, Barry Geraghty, and the now retired Tony McCoy. 

But across the Irish Sea, look at Davy Russell, who leads the Irish jumps championship this 
term, and his hitherto closest pursuer, Ruby Walsh. Note also Jack Kennedy, number one 
jockey at Gordon Elliott's powerfully ascendant yard. 

Russell's tumble rate of 7.13% is on the high side compared with Britain, but not wildly out 
of kilter with the pan-national average and in the green zone against his domestic peer 
group. The same cannot be said of Jack and Ruby. Although the former is young and 
arguably still learning his trade - arguably because he's had many more rides than plenty of 
jockeys five years his senior - the latter especially looks a surprisingly precarious pilot. Now, 
before the hate mail starts, obviously I recognise that Ruby Walsh is one of the great jockeys 
of our time and that this is but one barometer of a jockey's ability. 

But, all the same, if I want to bet at a short price - and his rides are almost exclusively 
offered at prohibitive odds - I need to know that I have to factor a higher than average 
likelihood of my selection not passing the post in a chase with the rider on its back. With 
Jack Kennedy, he's almost 20% more likely to be dumped on the turf than the Irish average. 

Let me be clear again: this is not about Ruby or Jack or anyone else. I'm far too selfish for 
that. No, this is about me as a punter knowing what I'm up against. About being forewarned 
and, therefore, forearmed. 
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Fall/Unseat Rates: The One Year Snapshot 

Five years is a long time and it makes for some statistically significant (in the context of 
racing's generally small samples at least) inferences. But how do we compare jockeys with 
themselves? One way is to look at a snapshot - a subset - of the overall dataset. For punting 
purposes, the most current subset seems the most sensible. Below then are the last twelve 
months for the same jockey grouping, again sorted by number of rides. 

  

Jockey Rides FU's FU % 

R Johnson 301 20 6.64% 

S Twiston-Davies 300 16 5.33% 

D Russell 210 9 4.29% 

N Fehily 206 12 5.83% 

P Brennan 182 7 3.85% 

R Walsh 124 13 10.48% 

J Kennedy 123 12 9.76% 

B Geraghty 105 9 8.57% 

AP McCoy NA NA NA 

  

 

Whilst even more care needs to be taken not to make bold claims on the basis of flimsy 
sample sizes, there remain elephants in the room. 

First, let's look at Paddy Brennan, recently relieved of his supporting role atop the gorgeous 
Cue Card. His 3.85% fall/unseat rate in the past year is comfortably the lowest in the group 
and almost 1.5 times better than his five year average. Was he thus unlucky to lose such a 
coveted ride? That depends entirely on whether you're a macro sort of guy or you have the 
nuanced eye to make decisions based on the specifics of a handful of rides. I certainly don't 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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consider myself qualified in the latter context and can see arguments for and against the 
rider switch. 

The British Champion Jockey, Richard Johnson, has seen his tumble rate increase in the past 
twelve months, though possibly not materially. It has crept above the 10,000 runner 
average of 6.59% by a tiny margin: Johnson's renewed appetite to forage for every ride will 
have introduced a greater element of quantity over quality to his diet and the variance may 
perhaps be explained in such a way. 

Noel Fehily has been remarkably consistent while Sam Twiston-Davies, who amazingly (to 
me at least, he seems to have been around for a long time) has only just turned 25, has 
retained his partnerships on a notably more frequent basis according to the most recent 
evidence. Tough luck then to break his elbow earlier this month; he actually rode in a 
subsequent race, attesting to the no-safety-net trapeze swing between heroism and 
stupidity that many in the weighing room unquestioningly fling themselves. 

Meanwhile, Ireland's champion jockey-elect, Davy Russell, is 27 winners clear of his nearest 
challenger if one excludes the sidelined Walsh from calculations. Russell is approaching 
veteran status, though still in his late thirties, and has courted controversy this year in the 
manner with which he attempted to correct a recalcitrant mount. That episode deserves no 
more than a footnote in a piece the focus of which is elsewhere, and it will indeed be a 
shame if a man shunned by his major employer less than four years ago does not receive 
the praise he deserves if/when winning the jockeys' championship. Fair play to him. 

To the elephant or, more precisely, the trio of elephants, in the room. Barry Geraghty first. 
He is one of the best jockeys I've seen and, in his time at Nicky Henderson's, was a man 
never to be dismissed. But, since taking the green and gold coin of Team JP, misfortune has 
followed him like a very bad smell. Since last July, he has broken both arms, in separate 
incidents; cracked a rib and collapsed a lung on another occasion; and recently (late August) 
fractured a shoulder blade. You have to be tough to be a jump jockey - far tougher than to 
look at numbers and write words about the subject - but my admiration starts to wane 
when riders persist in the face of mounting fragility. 

It's no more my place to suggest to a rider about when to retire as it is for a rider to enquire 
on the number of winners I've ridden. So I won't. All I'll say is that I imagine the partners and 
families of jump jockeys rejoice the news of their loved one's cessation of getting legged up 
in a similar vein to that of the partners and families of professional boxers on hearing of 
gloves being hung for the final time. And I sincerely hope BJG has a long, uninterrupted and 
fruitful spell between now and whenever he pursues alternative employment. 

Yet still we've to address the figureheads of Closutton and Cullentra, Ruby and Jack. In the 
last twelve months, Kennedy has come unstuck a dozen times from 123 chase starts. That's 
as near to ten per cent, and as near to 25% above the Irish average, as doesn't matter. 
Walsh has fallen or unseated once more than Kennedy, from one more ride, in the same 
period, a ratio above 10% and almost 33% greater than the norm. 

It seems churlish to kick a man when he's down - Ruby faces a race against time to be back 
for the Cheltenham Festival and, like all fans of the sport, I hope he makes it - so I'll let those 
data speak for themselves. All I will add is that, to my eye - and keep in mind I've never 
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ridden a winner - Ruby takes too many chances with fatigued animals late in races. 
Mounting (or, cynically, dismounting) evidence seems to support that. 

The pressure in the Elliott and Mullins camps must be enormous, not just from the trainers, 
but from owners, other jockeys in the yard and, increasingly, the omnipresence of (social) 
media. Much of the latter is unworthy of attention, but when you're accustomed to being 
told how good you are, the sharper brickbats probably leave a weal. 

  

Final Thoughts 

There is an inherent selection bias in the tables above. Each of the jockeys therein has 
earned his place by being at the top of his peer group; such elevation comes only from 
taking chances when they're presented, and occasionally fashioning them when they may 
not absolutely be there. 

As sports gigs go, riding 600kg animals over five foot fences (apologies for mixed metric-
phors) around fifteen times per race on average is down there with the worst of 'em. It 
would never be for a wuss like me. Although not big on machismo either, I have a robust 
respect for these turf-eating gladiators as a collective. 

But when the wallet comes out, they are individuals. And I want to know which individuals 
will support my bottom line, in the same way that these jocks want to know which horses 
will provide the winners to propel them up the championship table. It's every man (and 
woman) for themselves. Nobody is more or less selfish than the next, either in the punting 
or riding ranks; and nor should they be. 

To that end, the frailties of otherwise tremendous jockeys with enormous (and, in the main, 
well deserved and hard earned) reputations are power to the contrarian punters' elbow. 

Ruby has won aboard 30% of the chasers he's ridden in the last five years. That's open water 
clear of the next best (McCoy 22%, Daryl Jacob and Noel Fehily 20%, Sam T-D and Paddy B 
19%, Richard Johnson 18%). But, from a punting perspective, his negative ROI of 18.86% at 
SP during that time is surpassed by absolutely nobody in his Premier League peer 
group. Some of that, of course, relates to his stable's form with chasers, most of it to the 
over-exposure of the Mullins/Walsh/Ricci PR machine; that's neither here nor there in terms 
of wagering. 

Meanwhile, on the flip side, the unfashionable Paddy Brennan not only wins at a 19% clip, 
he's also secured a profit of almost 60 points at SP in the same time frame, regardless of the 
Cue Card fallout. 

Backing horses is not a beauty contest, nor is it about fashion. On the contrary, the value lies 
wherever the spotlight doesn't. And, even in the halogen glare of the media beam, punting 
pearls are left for those with peripheral vision. Always be asking questions, take nothing on 
trust. The data is here. Use it. It rarely lies. 
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I genuinely hope Ruby gets back in time for the Festival, and I further hope he has a fantastic 
time of it. But I'll not be touching his chase mounts there, or pretty much anywhere else. 
That's unlikely to trouble him, of course. Devil take the hindmost! 

Matt 
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30th November: Mythbusters Revisited - Five Racing Adages Under The Microscope 
An old article, I revisited it recently to see if the general points about ‘outsider of three’, ‘longest 

traveller’ and so on were well founded, or total tosh. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/mythbusters-five-racing-adages-under-the-microscope/  

 

This post was originally penned in Summer 2015 and, as part of a Throwback Thursday, I 
revisited the adages to see if the data still held as it did two and a half years ago... 
 
Racing, like every other sport, has its clichés. It also has its conventional wisdom. 

Alas, rarely do such 'accepted as true' statements get put to the test, so how is the average 
punter on the street to know whether he's making a good or poor investment? 

Simple. Look at the data! 

In this post, I'll put five racing adages to the test, starting with that hoary old chestnut... 

1. "Back the outsider of three" 

The first thing to say is that for all five adages, I've used all UK races since the start of 2011. 
That is, nigh on four and a half years worth of data. Stage set, to business... 

It's rare that you'll be in a betting shop or watching racing on the TV and not hear the 
phrase, "back the outsider of three", just after the market third choice has prevailed in a 
three horse race. But what do the numbers say? 
Of the 578 three horse races in UK since 2011, 80 (13.84%) were won by the outsider. 
Backing them blind would have lost you money. But wait. It would have lost you £7.29 for a 
£1 level stake, a negative ROI of just 1.26%. 

Compare that with backing favourites in all races blindly, which had a negative ROI of 6.82% 
and you'll see that it's actually far from the worst strategy in the world. 

Indeed, let's use the -6.82% ROI as our barometer. Obviously, any number with a minus sign 
in front of it won't turn a profit. But if we can score better than blindly backing the 
favourite, then we can suggest there is at least some merit in the adage. After all, most 
tipsters - and most punters for that matter - can't do better than the unnamed favourite 
over time. 

Backing the outsider of three since 2011 at Betfair SP would have returned £50.80 for a 
£578 stake, a positive ROI of 8.79%. 

Before anyone charges off to religiously back the rag in three horse races (no, I know you 
wouldn't, but I'll say this anyway...), note that year to year it's a pretty volatile picture: 
healthy profit in 2011 (+83 at SP!) and 2013, but steady losses in the other years. 

Still, there are worse ways to slowly burn through a bundle of cash than this. As we'll see... 

True or False? TRUE (just about) 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/mythbusters-five-racing-adages-under-the-microscope/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conventional_wisdom
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Late 2017 update: since 14th June 2015, when this post was first published, there have been 
another 323 three-horse races in Britain. 54 of them (16.72%) were won by the outsider, for 
a starting price profit of 25.54 units, and a BSP positive return of nigh on 50 units. 
 
Revised True or False? STILL TRUE 

* 

2. "Never bet odds on in novice chases" 

Novice chases. The most precarious of punting propositions. Or are they? The received 
wisdom is that "it's a mug's game" backing horses in novice chases at shy of even money. 
But is that true? Again, let's look at the data. 

The favourite was sent off at odds-on in 414 UK (non-handicap) novice chases since the 
beginning of 2011, and won 258 of them (62.47%). A pound on each would have lost you 
£11.76 at starting price. That's an ROI of -2.84%, which again is considerably better than 
backing favourites blindly. 

Moreover, backing odds-on in all other race types (flat and jumps) since 2011 would have 
lost you 5.92% of stakes, a much less appetizing situation. 

Interestingly, perhaps, exchange players seem to be on to this - or there's no latitude to 
beat the commission - because backing novice chasers at odds-on with Betfair would have 
still lost money. Just 1.4% of stakes (or £5.81 on turnover of £414), but a loss nevertheless. 

Again, though, this is a lot safer premise than many people believe. 

True or False? FALSE (just about) 
 
Late 2017 update: since 14th June 2015, when this post was first published, there have been 
another 278 odds-on novice or beginners' chasers in non-handicaps. They won 178 of their 
races (64.03%) but LOST 13.94 points. At BSP, the loss was 9.13 points after commission. A 
loss is a loss but you'll stay in the game long term, if never getting your nose far in front, 
adopting this particular brain-dead approach! 
 
Revised True or False? TRUE (just about) 

* 

3. "Back the longest traveller" 

The longest traveller. A trainer sends a horse 300 miles up country (only to have to drive 300 
miles back again afterwards) for a tin pot race. Surely it must be off for its life, no? Surely?! 

Erm, actually, this is a bit of a disaster area for reckless punters. Backing the clear longest 
traveller in each racesince 2011 would have lost 22.67% of stakes. Ouch! 
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This was so bad I actually tried to qualify it and improve the situation. But, even focusing 
only on those horses being sent 300 miles or more by their trainers returned an eye-
watering, bank-crippling 14.65% loss on stakes. 

If someone tells you they've got a system based on longest travellers - with the possible 
exception of a few ultra-shrewd trainers who wouldn't run their horses past the post office 
in the village unless they actually were "off for their lives" - run a mile. Or 300. 

True or False? FALSE (EPIC FAIL!) 
 
Late 2017 update: since 14th June 2015, when this post was first published, there have been 
another 2538 runners to have travelled 300+miles to the track (or from overseas) as the 
furthest traveller in their race. They've won 410 races (16.15%) and lost a whopping 247 
points at SP. However... at Betfair SP, they WON 215 points. That was in part down to a 
couple of 110 BSP winners (66/1 and 50/1 at SP). This would be an extremely volatile 
'method' for punting, and certainly not for the faint of heart or small of bankroll. 
 
Revised True or False? FALSE (in spite of the BSP bump) 

* 

4. "Follow a filly in form" 

It's a popular expression, though a tad harder to quantify than the first three. What 
constitutes being 'in form'? At its simplest, we could say that a filly (or mare, a female of the 
breed at least) that won last time out is 'in form'. Why not start there? 

Last time out female winners follow up 17% of the time, or about one in six, for a negative 
ROI of 16.61%. That compares with male winners who follow up 19% of the time, for a 
negative ROI of 14.6%. 

Or, to put it another way, it compares unfavourably both with the un-fairer sex and with the 
bottom line. 

What about fillies/mares who won their last two races? 

 

This time, the girls completed the hat-trick 20.19% of the time, for an ROI of -14.09% (just -
4.32% at Betfair SP); while the boys notched the treble at a rate of 21.57% for an ROI of -
18.15% (-10.49% at BSP). 

The girls did slightly worse in strike rate terms, but a good bit better in ROI terms. That's 
relative to the boys, of course, because both would have cost fortunes to blindly follow. 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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Incidentally, that supplementary about expecting fillies to improve/blossom in the 
autumn is dealt a blow by the knowledge that, in strike rate terms, September was only the 
seventh best performing month, and October was the eighth of the twelve calendar months. 

The top five months for fillies and mares to record hat-tricks, in ROI terms at least, 
include the sequential May to August quartet (April was sixth best, December - a notably 
smaller sample size - the interloper in the Spring/Summer sequence). 

So here's something with which to tread very carefully: 

 - Back fillies or mares on a hat-trick between May and August 

That group managed 162 wins from 759 starts (21.34%) for a £1 level stakes starting price 
profit of £12.82 (1.69% SP) 

Taking BOG early prices where you can, or backing at Betfair SP would improve the position 
somewhat. Indeed, BSP returns were a profit of £108.71 (14.32% ROI), which is pretty tidy. 

Again, before anyone goes piling in (not that anyone would, I'm sure), keep in mind that the 
three years (2008-2010) immediately preceding the sample period (2011-present) were 
loss-making; and also that 2015 thus far has been negative equity territory. 

Anyhoo, to the question: "Back a filly in form" 

True or False? FALSE (in quite a big way, though the data mutton can be dressed as profit 
lamb, as we've seen) 
 
Late 2017 update: since 14th June 2015, when this post was first published, there have been 
another 451 hat-trick-seeking ladies between May and August. 96 won (21.29%) but it has 
been car crash territory in terms of the bottom line, with a negative ROI at SP of 27%. Even 
at BSP it's -22% ROI. Ouch. 
 
Revised True or False? FALSE (big time, no dressing up the data this time) 

* 

5. "The bigger the field, the bigger the certainty" 

Last but not least is the ultimate contrarians' maxim, "The bigger the field, the bigger the 
certainty". Put another way, short priced horses in big field races are a good bet. It seems 
quirky, but does it hold water? As ever, the truth lies not in the sound bite, but in the murky 
guts of a racing database. 

Framing a question for a database around this one is, again, less straightforward than some 
which have been covered already. But it is far from impossible. 

The biggest 'certainty' in any race - in general terms - must be the horse at the top of the 
market, i.e. the favourite. So we'll use that as a starting point for the 'certainty' element. 
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With regards to big fields, let us arbitrarily choose 16 runners, the point at which a handicap 
pays four places to each way backers. (Not that any intrepid 'big field cert' evangelists are 
looking to bet the place..!) 

Favourites in UK races of 16 or more runners since 2011 won 19.53% of the time for a loss at 
SP of 13.96% of stakes. At Betfair SP, the picture is slightly less morose at 'just' -7.04%. 

But perhaps when one says 'certainty' one has only the shorter priced jollies in mind. 
Overcoming the temptation to arbitrarily introduce a threshold, we can instead review the 
data as a whole. An interesting picture emerges... 

The (small) group of horses sent off at odds-on were loss-making, to the tune of about 
17.5% ROI. As brutal as that sounds, there were only 44 such horses in a four and a half year 
period; and the wider vista offers cause for optimism. 

Specifically, it seems that profitability can be eked - and I do mean eked - up to a starting 
price of around 9/4. In ROI terms it's minimal, at 6.46% (£16.74 for level quids) on 259 bets, 
though some considerable way ahead of 'all favourites' in big fields. 

This piqued my interest to take a look at the handicap/non-handicap split. I can report that 
the big field (16+ runners) handicap shorties (9/4 or less) performed better than their non-
handicap counterparts, though unsurprisingly from a smallish sample of just 65 runners. 

Because of the small sample size, I looked at the longer term dataset, and found that if one 
had... 

- Bet the favourite at 9/4 or shorter in handicaps of 16+ runners 

...one would have done better than acceptably well. Looking at the above rule, and using 
the Betfair SP data I have from 2007 to the present, this approach would have yielded a 
profit of £37.33 at BSP (£29.33 at SP) on 209 bets, for an ROI of 22.63%. 

NB Although 9/4 is a 'convenience cut off', the approach still operates at break even up to 
10/3, so I'd be happy enough with this. (You can judge for yourself whether it works for 
you!) 

True or False? TRUE 
 
Late 2017 update: since 14th June 2015, when this post was first published, there have been 
another 35 short-priced (9/4 or lower) jollies in 16+ runner handicaps. 11 won, for a loss at 
SP of 3.73 points, and a negligible loss at BSP. If one loosened the odds filter to 10/3 as 
above, the story becomes more favourable (33 from 109, +7.43 at SP, +15.27 at BSP). Whilst 
one could accuse the writer of contrivance here - and you'd get little in the way of a defence! 
- the general point that short-priced favourites in big-field handicaps are a reasonable bet is 
maintained 
 
Revised True or False? TRUE (just about) 

* 
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Summary 

This little exercise, which is hardly more than a bit of fun, has at least shone a dim beam on 
some of the more popular adages within the racing space. 

We've seen that backing the outsider of three is no worse than harmless fun, and could yield 
a small profit. And that betting odds on in novice chases is unlikely to be the death knell for 
your ledger either. Caution is advised when backing fillies in form through the Summer (and 
it is simply bad practice to do this generally). 
More materially, perhaps, we've learnt that backing the longest traveller is the shortest of 
our five ways to the poor house. 
And we've unearthed the rudimentary basis of a profitable approach by betting big field 
handicap jollies up to around 3/1. 

Inevitably, not all of the five maxims lend themselves to unequivocal investigation - after all, 
it is to some degree their vagueness that has sustained their popular credence over the 
years - so I've taken license and attempted to portray a broader array of situations which 
could lay claim to fitting the bill. Others will doubtless interpret some of the adages another 
way. 

Regardless of how you interpret them, the key is to test that interpretation against a data 
source. It is, after all, never too late to stop losing money and/or start making a few quid 
from your wagering antics. 

Hopefully this has put into context some of the more loosely bandied phrases that are part 
of the furniture of British racing punditry. The next time you hear these trite bites you'll at 
least have a bit of data ballast on which to rely: that's almost certainly more than the 
speaker has! 
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5th December: 10 Things I Think About The Betting Industry 
In the first of two articles on the state of the betting industry, Tony Keenan offered his thoughts on 

where we are, and what needs to change… 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/10-things-i-think-about-the-betting-industry/  

The betting industry has been getting about as much coverage as Brexit negotiations in the 
past month or so and at times it seems about as complex; so if you’re expecting a unified 
view on the subject you are in the wrong place, writes Tony Keenan. That said, I’ve tried to 
read most of the coverage and have thoughts on a number of areas within the subject that 
might be worth mentioning so I’m going to ramble on and see what comes back from 
readers. 

  

One: The Issue 

Aside from any views I have on the content of the betting industry coverage in recent 
weeks, it is a good thing that the area is being addressed at all. In this period, there has been 
discussion on the AtTheRaces Sunday Forum and with Bruce Millington on Racing UK’s Luck 
on Sunday along with articles on account restrictions, the work of the UK Gambling 
Commission, the David Evans/Ladbrokes case and so on. 

This cannot be a bad thing as there are lots of punters, winning and losing, who have issues 
with how the industry is being run. It is difficult to make any progress without discussion 
and hopefully this media engagement with the industry will continue. 

  

Two: Who cares about restrictions? 

There is a belief out there, perhaps propagated by bookmakers, that few people have any 
interest in the workings of the betting industry, particularly with regard to restrictions; we 
are often told that the vast majority of punters get their bets out without issue and it is only 
a few vocal customers who have been restricted who care about the issue. I could not 
disagree more with this. 

Maybe it’s naïve of me to think so but I’ve always believed that bookmakers, to some 
degree at least, are in the business of selling hope, whether it is the hope of having one’s 
opinion validated or the hope of winning money. Even the most unprofitable punter hopes 
that one day he will win and the thought that this may be impossible due to restrictions is 
not an appealing one. 

Furthermore, stories of trading practices that may be less than ethical or at the very least 
skirt into grey areas are interesting for the wider, non-betting public to read about. 
Bookmakers and their various hues of blue, red and green are ubiquitous on our high streets 
with betting becoming big business and now more socially acceptable than ever; the 
demographic of your local betting shop has likely become more diverse in the last few years. 
When I speak to non-betting people about the idea of restrictions, they are invariably 
fascinated and surprised by the practice and to say that this is a non-story is a gross 
misrepresentation of the reality. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/10-things-i-think-about-the-betting-industry/
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Three: Insiders 

I have never worked inside the betting industry with the closest I came to getting a job in 
one of the companies when I got sacked from a cashier’s job with Sean Graham before I 
even started; there was confusion over the date of first day rather than anything more 
sinister! Thus everything I write here lacks insider knowledge and is inevitably biased 
towards the punter. The one thing I find irritating however is when punters suggest a 
change in the industry only to be told by those working inside it that their ideas could never 
work. 

Perhaps they are correct but many of these industry insiders are less willing to put forward 
ideas that might help improve their product and can become quite uppity when challenged 
on this; it’s almost the ‘how many races have you traded’ argument! On a related point, one 
of the most interesting things to emerge from Bruce Millington’s appearance on Luck On 
Sunday was his comment – and I paraphrase – that the betting industry is not set up to write 
monthly cheques to former employees of the bookmaking firms. I sometimes think that 
these sorts of punters might be about the most dangerous for the bookies in the modern 
betting landscape; they know the systems and models used but more importantly they 
know their weaknesses and are really playing anything but a fair game with the layers. 

  

Four: Winning recreational punters 

Another thing that piqued my attention in the Millington interview was his comment about 
the ‘clued-in, recreational, price-sensitive punter’ who should be permitted to win 
somewhere between two and five grand in a year. I realise Millington was on the spot and 
likely pulling figures out of thin air but perhaps he has thought deeply about it and believes 
these are valid numbers and I certainly wouldn’t disagree. 

They are far from outlandish in terms of profit and I strongly suspect that such a punter 
would give plenty back to racing in terms of things like subscriptions to TV channels and 
digital media, purchasing a Racing Post a few days a week or simply going racing. In short, 
they are exactly the sort of enthusiastic customers racing wants. I would however by very 
doubtful that such punters are avoiding restrictions and, speaking to other gamblers, it does 
seem to be the case anecdotally. 

  

Five: Self-Regulation 

Ireland and the UK are two different betting jurisdictions and have different levels of 
regulation, with the level of control in the latter becoming much stronger through the 
Gambling Commission who have made some major rulings on things like terms and 
conditions and treatment of customers who self-excluded. There is no such body in Ireland 
though HRI chief executive Brian Kavanagh has recently called for something similar here. 
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The one thing I cannot understand, in the UK but especially in Ireland, is that the major firms 
have not gone down the road of some form of self-regulation and are essentially leaving 
themselves open to the whims of government. The current political setup may be inclined 
towards the industry but there are more left-leaning parties who are much less in favour of 
racing and by extension gambling and might indeed take great pleasure in installing 
draconian measures on the industry. At the moment there seems to be a free-for-all but 
that period without regulation could come to an end at any point and bookmakers may 
regret not installing some of their own measures of control when that time comes. 

  

Six: Irish Racing Integrity 

In a recent interview with Johnny Ward in The Times, Brian Kavanagh commented that ‘it 
would be fairer to all’ if bookmakers would not restrict bets on Irish racing. Personally, I 
would love that but it is a very strange comment and one that seems to take no cognisance 
of the integrity issues, real or perceived, that dog Irish racing. 

 

There has to be some give-and-take with the HRI and the bookmakers and I suspect that our 
horse racing rulers have much more of a take-and-take approach to the big firms, constantly 
appealing for betting tax increases but offering little in return. The share of betting turnover 
in Ireland that is actually on Irish racing is relatively small and I would question what HRI 
have done to grow this market. 

They have promised sectional times at all tracks in January 2017 and they remain 
undelivered, seemingly failing to understand that richer data gives betting markets more 
solidity. The new running and riding regulations (applied by the Turf Club) are often 
challenged and overturned, and rules around drug testing remain unsatisfactory. With Irish 
racing, the issue is perception and, while I think our racing is much straighter than many 
believe, what the wider betting public believe is important and you have to try to do 
something to redress the balance. 

  

Seven: FOBTs 

We are constantly warned not to conflate the argument about FOBTs and restrictions on 
horse racing which is fair enough but I do find it hard to get past a visceral, deep-seated 
loathing of these machines; as a horse racing punter who wants to play a gambling game of 
skill, I find these games of chance pointless as you simply cannot win over a period of time. 

FOBTs are not in Ireland and there seems to be little appetite for them here though it is 
worth pointing out that society in general is becoming more automated; Paddy Power shops 
all over the country have recently been fitted out with more betting terminals though in this 
case they are used for sport only which is obviously fine. 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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There are those who argue that there is no reason why Irish shops should not have FOBTs, 
taking a libertarian view that people should be allowed to spend their money in whatever 
way they wish provided no one is harmed. Sometimes however people need to be 
protected from themselves and that is what a proper society should do, paternalistic though 
that may seem. 

  

Eight: Too many markets 

As of last Thursday at 5:16pm, there were 63,524 markets available to bet on with 888Sport 
across 37 sports, though admittedly almost 51,000 of those were on football; the reason I 
choose this company was ease of calculation as they tell you how many markets are up in 
each category but the number of betting opportunities is hardly unusual for the big firms. 

It is not unreasonable to wonder what is the point of all these markets and who do they 
serve? Many of them are derivative and take little effort in terms of creation; a team total in 
a US sport is derived from a combination of the spread and overall total while a without the 
favourite market in horse racing simply comes from removing the market leader from the 
betting. Yet even so, one has to suspect that some of the bookmakers are on a hiding to 
nothing with these and they could be ripe for exploitation allowing that many will have low 
limits and hefty overrounds; from the point of view of sheer numbers, they have to be 
difficult if not impossible to monitor. 

One of the best podcasts I listened to recently was an interview with Marco Blume, Director 
of Trading at Pinnacle Sports, on the Business of Betting where he basically said he had little 
or no interest in endless sub-markets, pointing out that the vast majority of their business 
came in the big three markets of outright, handicap and total. 

The Pinnacle model has proved hard to replicate and likely is impossible in horse racing 
where wild price moves are common but his views on the huge number of markets seem 
valid. No bookmaker can reasonably trade thousands of markets and it seems they are only 
trying to price them up because everyone else has. Herd mentality in bookmaker business 
seems deep-rooted. 

  

Nine: Line-tracking 

Line-tracking seems to be the new buzz concern for bookies; for those that are unclear on 
what line-tracking is, it means taking a priced with a fixed-odds firm when the selection is 
trading below those odds on the exchanges. Simon Clare on the Sunday Forum implied that 
there is an army of these methodical line trackers out there, ‘a sea of punters’, some real 
and some robotic, seeking to take advantage of this approach. 

That may be the case but it is easy to see how an ordinary punter could be misclassified as 
such; in effect, we are all line-trackers as it essentially means being price-sensitive which can 
hardly be seen as a sin. For instance, let’s say I fancy a horse that is running later in the 
afternoon and I decide to wait until later to back it, holding off until liquidity enters the 
exchange markets or I can get to a betting shop. That plan goes out the window when a 
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major tipster puts up the selection, someone like Andy Holding or Gary O’Brien with a big 
following, and I need to make a move now to back it or else I will miss the price entirely. 

The selection was my own but if I think the odds are wrong then it is more likely others will 
too and I am being lumped into the bracket of a line-tracker which isn’t accurate, at least in 
the sense that these line-trackers are systematic in their approach. 

  

Ten: Patterns of Play 

The whole idea of betting fair is a fascinating one and it seems the Gambling Commission 
are interested in this area, looking to set down some rules about what is acceptable in terms 
of patterns of play. We all know things that are likely to be frowned upon by bookmakers 
from exploiting bad each way to trying to grab stale prices. But what might be seen as ok 
seems more difficult to define. 

Simon Clare commented on AtTheRaces that punters need to be original in terms of their 
selections if they want to avoid restrictions, but I have already pointed out in the line-
tracking section that there are problems with this sort of view. Punters may do their best to 
be original – that is certainly how I tend to construct most of my bets – but the issue is that 
the bookmakers may simply have made a mistake in terms of pricing the race and most 
punters are spotting the same error and wanting to back the same horse. Rather than the 
bookmaker being punished for poor odds-making, too often it is the punter who bears the 
brunt of their error, made to pay in terms of restrictions. 

- Tony Keenan 
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19th December: The Bookmaker's Perspective 
Part two of Tony’s ‘state of the industry’ piece features an interview with a bookmaker’s chief trading 

official and, in a warts and all discussion, there is much light shed on the relationship between 

bookmaker and punter. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/tony-keenan-the-bookmakers-perspective/  

 

The bookmaker-punter divide is one where the boundaries are permeable with many 
people playing both sides, writes Tony Keenan. Ian Marmion is one such example: Ian has 
worked with a number of the big betting companies as well as punting professionally for a 
time; and, along with some friends, he has a few horses in training, not least Ch’Tibello with 
Dan Skelton. 

Much of what I write for Geegeez tends to be punter-centric but it is worth remembering 
that there are multiple sides to any story. With that in mind, Ian was kind enough to give me 
his thoughts on the state of the betting industry at present as well as on how racing 
interacts with it. 

  

Let’s start with some biography Ian, what’s your background and how 
long have you been working in the betting industry? 

I suppose I was always a keen punter and got into the industry with various jobs like a 
cashier and betting shop manager.  I then worked in the raceroom at Paddy Power before 
moving to Victor Chandler where I progressed through the company, coming back to start 
operations in Ireland in 2005 when we go some pitches and shops. I thought I was home for 
good but one day I was over in Gibraltar for a meeting and having been very critical of the 
firm’s trading policy (which I felt was antiquated) I was asked by Victor to sort it out! 

In truth, I was a mug punter up to that point, though I was strong numerically and had a 
good eye for product. We had a lot of high-stakers and lead accounts, which is very different 
to how that firm operates now, and I was able to educate myself on how to win. We were 
aggressive punters in the market and I was following others’ opinions but learning plenty. 
Over a period of years it got to a point where I was making more money punting than 
working and having had a tempestuous relationship with Victor I thought I was good enough 
to give it a go full-time. 

I reckoned my bets were coming from about 30% what I got in Chandler’s, 40% other 
contacts I had made along the way and 30% my own opinion though I probably got that pie 
wrong! It started badly as I had two consecutive losing months for the first time in a long 
while but it soon turned around and I was at it full-time for five years. 

My skill was getting money on, that’s what I was good at. I was doing business for warm 
punters with about 10 lads in shops. They’d be ready to go at 10 in the morning, know what 
shops to do at 10.15, get the message what to bet at 10.30 and have everything done by 11. 
Getting on is as important a skill as picking winners. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/tony-keenan-the-bookmakers-perspective/
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You’ve since come back into the betting industry proper; what was your 
reasoning for stepping back from the punting and joining BetStars as 
trading director with their sportsbook? 

There were a few different reasons. With the punting, I was getting a bit sick of it and some 
of the developments in the game weren’t helping. It was certainly harder to get on with 
overnight pricing killing a lot of what we did in the shops in the morning, and the machine 
[Betfair] was definitely getting more of a grip on Irish racing. Where once we were getting 
twelve monkeys [£500 at 12/1] at half-ten in the morning, now it was three hundred at 7s. 
With BetStars, PokerStars were launching a sportsbook and it was going to be based in 
Dublin; I thought if I turn this down I’m never going back to Ireland and I’m here three years 
in which time the punting has taken a back-seat. 

  

The elephant in the room is account restrictions so we may as well deal 
with that. When I talk to punters, rightly or wrongly, it’s the only issue 
they want to discuss. Now maybe there’s some selection bias there as I 
talk a bit to people who have an idea what they’re doing but 
restrictions are happening. What are your thoughts on them, both from a 
work perspective and personally? 

With BetStars, we are a new sportsbook so we’re trying to attract customers and inevitably 
you attract sharp business first. Our horse racing runs profit to 4% return after Best Odds 
Guaranteed, 7% before BOG which is reasonable and we’ve restricted about 6% of 
customers this year. Recreational customers have a typical profile. They bet in or around 
your average stake, they play a good mix of singles and multiples, they tend to do multiples 
early and singles off the show and they tend to play on higher grade racing. As a new 
entrant we get a lot of customers that fall outside this typical profile. We don’t have many 
punters who bet in or around our average stake of €xx [redacted] who we have to restrict. 
Typically there will be a blatant reason to restrict them and more often than not that blatant 
reason will be they are arbers. 

I’ve been both sides of the fences and for many reasons – cost and technology for example – 
undoubtedly the quality of trader is not what it once was. There is a part of it where ‘arbers’ 
is just an excuse where a trader doesn’t want to make a difficult decision, playing lads that 
aren’t inside the model. That said, I don’t think this is a problem for the tenner and score 
punter in shops and even online but outside of that, there’s a nervousness and good punters 
do get caught up due to lack of skills in trading rooms. However, bookmakers have no 
obligation to feed money to pros or non-recreationals, arbers or bonus abusers. 

When I’m looking at it, there are a couple of reasons I wanted to bet a punter. Firstly, when I 
had a fair chance of beating him and secondly if he told me something I didn’t know myself 
and that includes bets to a reasonable size.  I didn’t want followers or people just following 
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the machine; you’re not going to beat them and they’re not offering you anything. You can 
have some winning accounts but you don’t need to pay everyone for the mark. 

As for the punting side, a friend says to me that people who can’t get on don’t work hard 
enough. If you’re that serious and hard-working about it, you’ll get around it. There aren’t as 
many recreationals as we know it left and, while everybody always criticises bookmakers in 
saying that they won’t lay without looking at the machine, nobody ever says that the same 
is true for punters who won’t strike a bet if it is bigger on the machine. We’ve reached a 
point where nearly every single bet we strike is borderline with the machine price, which is 
basically borderline zero margin price. 

  

Let’s go into a little bit more detail on some of these things. Line tracking 
seems to be the new term for arbing and people at it are copping plenty 
of flak. Is there much of this going on and can it be done with computer 
programs? 

Punters can do this robotically with programs like OddsMonkey which flag up arbs and 
automatically places the bets for you. [I ask at this point doesn’t this business stand out a 
mile.] The biggest industry that has grown up around it is the show arbers, playing off show 
not earlies. There’s a significant time lag on show and machine prices, where you might 
have someone backing a horse at 5/2 that is 3.4 on the machine and that business can look 
square. 

I actually think it’s impossible to lose betting show arbs on the front two or three in market 
with best odds guaranteed as the bookies are betting overbroke. And that’s a scourge for 
the ordinary punter that people don’t really think about. Recreational punters have to lose 
to enable some of that money to be distributed to the winners. 

  

Some people have suggested that a minimum bet or lay-to-lose 
guarantee could be a way to go. How would the maths of that stack up? 

We have to ask ourselves if can we sustain a minimum bet guarantee without altering the 
experience of the ordinary punter and I don’t think we can. If minimum bet guarantees 
came in then best odds guaranteed would have to go and margins would have to increase. 
Ordinary punters have never had it so good and the fact is that most punters never reach a 
limit. Increasing margins might well satisfy people who aren’t the typical punter but you 
would have to remove concessions too. Maybe those who are better than the market would 
be better off but the ordinary punter won’t be. 
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You’ve mentioned overnight prices earlier. What are your thoughts on 
them? 

They’re the single biggest tool in the bookmakers’ armoury at present as they’re getting to 
10am when they typically increase limits and open shops and have prices right for two-
eighths of nothing. No one is getting on to any size bar a few VIPs who are big long-term 
losers and in effect they adjust after every bet and keep adjusting until they get it right. The 
firms don’t win on overnights and even pre-10am bets and are actually happy to lose as 
when the limits are upped they are more confident about their prices. Remember, the vast 
majority still play on the show with the breakdown being roughly 70% show, 30% earlies. 

  

On the subject of punters beating you are there any cardinal sins that 
they can avoid or that make them stand out? And if you don’t like their 
business, do you think there would be any point in having a yellow card-
type system where they are warned about how they are operating? 

Customers who consistently beat the Betfair SP are impossible to beat long-term. They are 
buying something for a dollar and selling it for a dollar ten. Followers who are price sensitive 
and just follow warm money either because it drops under on the machine or because they 
work in a trading room offer no long term value. Customers who abuse antiquated systems 
like traditional each way terms or Rule 4 are no good to you either.  On the subject of bad 
each-way, a lot of that is a problem with the system and the rule 4 model is broken too, 
completely out of date. If I had my way, I’d get rid of each-way terms and have separate win 
and place books. There would be a correlation between the win book and the place book 
but there would also be changes depending on the make-up of the race. The each-way 
system is too entrenched though and another thing we’d be better with is decimal pricing as 
6/4 to 13/8 is too big of jump, what about 2.55 or 2.6? 

I don’t mind anyone having the conversation about how they are betting. We don’t do this 
well as an industry and this is where the skill deficit is coming into play. You should be good 
enough as a trader to look at an overall basket of goods to see he’s getting the better of me 
overnight but not overall. So I can’t let him win the lot overnight but you can have more on 
the show. The problem is when you get restricted with most of the firms, BetStars included, 
it doesn’t matter what you want to bet on, whether it is the Gold Cup or a seller at Lingfield, 
which makes no sense. 

 

Technology has contributed to this in a big way. More and more firms don’t have a call 
centre and make hard and fast rules about limits to be applied online. A few have an over-
ask tool that allows you to request bigger bets but it’s generally not afforded to non-
recreationals. 

https://www.horseracingexperts.co.uk/affiliates/idevaffiliate.php?id=104_9_1_15
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In the past year or so, regulation has become a much bigger deal in the 
UK. How do you think the industry is responding to this? 

Responsible gambling has become a massive part of our industry though I do think it’s 
important to say that being a high staker and being a problem gambler are different things. 
For some people, big stakes are normal. There are plenty of important developments going 
on in UK at the moment including staking limits on FOBTs, the Gambling Commission and 
firms being held accountable for responsible gaming. 

As an industry we’ve been let get away with too much for too long. I had a boss who used to 
say ‘never feel sorry for them [punters]’ but in this day and age that’s not 
acceptable.  Gambling is 24/7, and punters have access to so many opportunities to feed an 
addiction. I know it sounds hypocritical of me to say I’m anti-FOBTs when I get my living 
from people losing money but I’m not a fan of them. They prey on a demographic that 
shouldn’t be preyed on. There’s a counter-argument that they can go online and do it just as 
easily but I’m not so sure they can as you need debit cards and access to funds in a bank 
account. 

I remember reading an article about FOBTs where a manager in a William Hill shop said ‘I’ve 
never seen anyone play them happily’ and that about sums it up for me. Obviously they are 
an incredible money-making machine with over half of Ladbrokes’ profit from them and you 
saw the impact of reducing the stake limit had for the GVC bid for Ladbrokes Coral. 
Personally, I’d much prefer to see 1,000 punters lose a tenner than one lad lose €10,000 as 
it’s just more sustainable. Stuart Kenny [one of the founders of Paddy Power] was an 
absolute visionary in this regard as he wanted the punter to go away thinking he got value 
for his few quid, it was something he intrinsically believed and it was him who came up with 
money back specials and such like. 

  

Racing remains a big part of your life, Ian, and you have a number of 
horses in training, not least Ch’Tibello with Dan Skelton. I always thought 
it was a little unusual that you opted to have your horses trained in the 
UK rather than at home in Ireland, allowing that Skelton is excellent. 
What are the reasons for that? 

There are two reasons. When we got into them, we were abroad and it didn’t matter while 
latterly, it’s too hard to win a race over here. Dan has trained about 105 winners this season 
for 40 different owners but with the stranglehold the pair of boys [Willie Mullins, Gordon 
Elliott] have over here, Ch’Tibello would struggle in graded races so there is a better chance 
of him winning one in the UK. 

The punting opportunities are better too. It’s impossible to get on in the mornings in Ireland 
but you have half a chance of getting on in the UK. We landed a small touch with one last 
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January and got to back him at midday when he was still 25/1 which would never happen in 
Ireland. 

I was at Fairyhouse for Bar-One day earlier this month and there was a great crowd and 
atmosphere but it was like Jebel Ali with the same colours going around race after race. 
Maybe I’m being negative but I can’t see us winning graded races over here; though it must 
be said that what Elliott has achieved is incredible and we all should have stood up and 
noticed when he won the Grand National way back. 

  

What do you think racing is doing right at the moment and where do you 
think it could improve? 

For one, we’ve so much more wrong with the game than the declaration of wind ops. I think 
racing and betting are one and the same and we need to look at changing the demographic 
of who is going racing. In Ireland, we’re not too bad at it but in the UK you have silly stuff 
where they won’t let you into the owners and trainers without a tie. I would abolish 
enclosures and some of the entrance prices in the UK are ludicrous. 

From a betting point-of-view, integrity is still an issue. With Douvan and the Tingle Creek, 
Altior and Nicky Henderson it is more transparency than integrity. Racing is competing for 
the betting euro with sports that have 24/7 transparency or at least the perception of such, 
football being the main example. If that is their expectation then it’s important that we try 
to emulate that. The ordinary guy in the street thinks racing is crooked to start with, which 
he doesn’t think that about a football game, and racing needs to work against that notion. 
The younger trainers are much better at this but we need to reach a level of transparency 
where when an owner tells a trainer to stop a horse, the trainer tells him to eff off. 

The bad racing during the week has integrity issues. Battle-hardened punters know how to 
factor that into equations and to use it in the decision-making process but if we’re trying to 
attract an ordinary guy to spend his leisure pound on us, it’s never going to happen. Maybe 
racing just doesn’t have a product that it can sell to a punter Monday to Friday. Football is 
the one that is targeting the betting pound more than any other with the good stuff spread 
out over the week, group races most days in racing parlance, where we’ll have dross 
Monday to Friday. 

I don’t know if this is practical but perhaps we should have a more concentrated 
programme, less racing but better racing. Some of the issue is horses rated 45 on the flat 
that are simply useless; what are they even running for, they shouldn’t be able to get into 
races. If they were not able to get into them, they’d as soon not be bred and the industry 
would be better off in the long-term after a period of pain. 
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I know you’re not a fan of the bookmaking firms using trainers and 
jockeys to provide content through blogs, and your horses with Dan 
Skelton don’t run under the Ladbrokes sponsorship that his yard has. 
What’s your thinking here? 

I don’t think from a transparency point of view that bookies should be sponsoring trainers 
and jockeys. For the ordinary guy in the street who don’t forget thinks racing is bent 
anyway, this looks terrible; how many guys told you Ruby jumped off Annie Power? Optics is 
the big word at the minute. Nor do I buy the content argument that they are providing 
material that engages people in racing; if that were so, why aren’t they doing it for Geegeez 
or the Sporting Life or for free? It’s for money. 

The firms are doing this for marketing first and foremost, you are associating your brand 
with something premium which is always a plus. Bwin did this well with Juventus and Real 
Madrid a while back and people believe in you instantly when you associate your brand with 
another premium brand. I don’t take any of them seriously as I don’t believe you’re ever 
being told anything significant. 

  

Let’s wrap up with a final question: Where do you see the industry going 
in the future? I listened to a podcast recently with Marco Blume of 
Pinnacle where he said e-sports were their sixth biggest market which I 
couldn’t believe. Is this the case and what else is coming down the line? 

I think the e-sports stuff is a lot of spin. I don’t believe in them as a fixed-odds betting 
product, it’s like badminton in terms of turnover. Pinnacle might be trying to popularise it, 
Marco Blume has a background in that area, and to be fair the age of your typical e-sports 
punter is lower than that of football, 27 and 40 in our case. It makes sense trying to make a 
go of it in that regard but I don’t buy it. Mind you I didn’t think cash-out would work so I’ve 
not exactly got a strong pedigree in this area! 

There are massive changes coming in football around how markets are done and presented. 
The whole Request-A-Bet stuff will be automated and we need to remember that football 
betting looks the way it does because that’s how a football coupon looked in a shop 40 
years ago. We still tell punters what they want to bet on but in 6 months’ time punters will 
tell you what they want to bet on. They will be able to drag in what they like to bet on. The 
maths isn’t the most difficult aspect of this, it’s the tech that is the hard part with issues of 
how you present it and do it quickly. 

We are all trying to convert betting into gaming where the punter can circulate his money, 
bet on next corner, throw-in or goal. Nobody has got this right yet but it’s coming.  The thing 
is when a punter has a bet on the win-draw-win in football, he is dead for 2 hours. I’m not 
sure how this would work with racing, perhaps with punters who miss the off or are waiting 
for a bet to settle or have had a faller in a race and want plough back in again. This appeals 
to the young demographic who want things quickly. We are a world that doesn’t read 
anything anymore and is so used to 140 characters, and punters are naturally the same. 
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The views expressed above are the personal opinions of Ian Marmion and not necessarily 
representative of The Stars Group. 

Tony Keenan (twitter: @racingtrends) was talking to Ian Marmion 
(twitter: @marmobet), sports book trading director for BetStars 
 

 

GOLD UPGRADES & HOW TO's IN 2017 
Draw Analyzer: https://www.geegeez.co.uk/the-occasional-influence-of-draw/  

Inline Trainer Snippets: https://www.geegeez.co.uk/trainer-snippets-and-the-top-bar-icons/  

Gold TV: https://www.geegeez.co.uk/gold-tv-episode-1-of-1/  

Improved UX: https://www.geegeez.co.uk/geegeez-gold-improving-your-user-experience/  

QT Example Reseach: https://www.geegeez.co.uk/gold-research-summer-sires/  

Gold: More New Bits: https://www.geegeez.co.uk/geegeez-gold-more-new-bits/  

Draw at Galway/Goodwood: https://www.geegeez.co.uk/draw-biases-at-galway-and-glorious-

goodwood/  

Negative Indicators: https://www.geegeez.co.uk/bringing-negativity-to-geegeez-gold/  

Pace Maps: https://www.geegeez.co.uk/pace-maps-predicting-the-future-just-got-easier/  

Winter Gold Day 1 (Overview): https://www.geegeez.co.uk/winter-gold-day-1/  

Winter Gold Day 2 (Racecards): https://www.geegeez.co.uk/winter-gold-day-2-racecards/  

Winter Gold Day 3 (Reports): https://www.geegeez.co.uk/winter-gold-day-3-reports/  

Winter Gold Day 4 (Tools): https://www.geegeez.co.uk/winter-gold-day-4-tools/  

Winter Gold Day 5 (All Together): https://www.geegeez.co.uk/winter-gold-day-5-bringing-it-all-

together/    

Report Angles: https://www.geegeez.co.uk/new-to-gold-report-angles/  
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